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In recent years, the rapid advancement of robotics technology has pushed the 
development of gait rehabilitation robotics to automate gait rehabilitation therapy for 
stroke patients. This thesis presents a robotic exoskeleton system aiming at providing 
overground gait rehabilitation training to sub-acute and chronic stroke patients at 
home and outpatient setting.  
The exoskeleton robotic system consists of a knee joint and an ankle joint. It is 
wearable, compact, lightweight and in modular design. The robotic joint is actuated 
by a novel series elastic actuator (SEA), which is compliant and force-controllable. 
The novel SEA is developed as a solution to the limitation of conventional SEA 
design. By employing one low-stiffness translational spring and one high-stiffness 
torsion spring in series, the actuator has a high intrinsic compliance while retaining 
the capacity to provide peak force. The actuation mechanism of the robot and the 
selection of the actuator spring stiffness are optimized based on the biomechanics of 
human gait, so that the exoskeleton can provide full assistance during overground 
walking, and remain compliant for most period of a gait cycle.  
A human-robot interaction controller is implemented in the robot, which can 
accurately and stably control the interactive torque between the robot and human 
joints. The controller design is based on the model of the SEA, and mainly consists of 
human joint motion compensation and friction compensation, and is enhanced with a 
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impedance when operating in the human-in-charge mode and achieve accurate force 
tracking when operating in the assistive mode.  
Based on the human-robot interaction controller, an upper-level control strategy is 
implemented for overground gait training. In this control strategy, a novel 
synchronization method is developed to synchronize a normal reference trajectory to 
the actual human gait. To be specific, an adaptive oscillator is utilized to estimate the 
strider percentage of human gait based on the gait event information, which is 
detected in real time with a hidden Markov model (HMM). Synchronous reference 
trajectories for the robot are then generated with the estimated stride percentage 
according to a lookup table. An impedance-control-based strategy is implemented in 
the robot to provide assistive torque according to the synchronous reference gait 
trajectory. 
To validate the design and evaluate the performance of the robotic exoskeleton 
system, experiments of overground walking have been conducted on healthy subjects. 
Experimental results demonstrate that this robot can provide synchronous and 
effective assistance to the human joints during overground walking, which can 
improve the gait pattern when it is abnormal. The exoskeleton system will be further 
tested with stroke patients, and has the potential of clinical applications in the future.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
 
Stroke has become the leading cause of permanent adult disability. Since loss of 
walking ability is a major problem for stroke survivors, recovery of walking is a 
priority goal after stroke. However, conventional manual gait training is expensive, 
labor-intensive and less consistent. Robotic device is then introduced to automate the 
gait rehabilitation training. Robotic device offers a wide range of advantages. For 
example, robot does not get tired so that it can provide intensive training in good 
repeatability. Robot can also record and assess the rehabilitation progress consistently. 
However, most of current robotic devices integrate with fixed treadmills. They are 
bulky and expensive, which limits their availability to the patients. Yet a significant 
portion of patients have residual gait impairment. There is a great need for a home-
based wearable robotic system for gait training.  Motivated by this need, we develop a 
robotic knee-ankle-foot exoskeleton system for gait training. The background, 
motivation, objectives and contributions of this thesis is introduced in this chapter.  
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1. Introduction 
In this section, the background is introduced about stroke and the following gait 
disorder, conventional manual gait therapy and robotic rehabilitation gait therapy.  
1.1 Stroke and gait disorder 
Stroke is a leading cause of serious long-term disability and also the fourth most 
frequent cause of death in the industrialized countries [1, 2]. In the United States an 
estimated 6.6 million adults have had a stroke; and projections show that by 2030, an 
additional 3.4 million people will have had a stroke [1]. Between 2012 and 2030, total 
direct medical stroke-related costs are projected to triple, from $71.6 billion to $184.1 
billion in US [1].  
 




Stroke is caused by the interruption of the blood supply to the brain, generally due 
to a burst blood vessel (ischemic stroke) or lodged clot (hemorrhagic stroke) as shown 
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in Figure 1-1 [3]. About 70% of people survive the stroke, but most of them suffer 
from hemiparesis, i.e. partial paralysis of one side of the body, impaired vocational 
capacity and sensory loss [4].  
As the most basic form of human locomotion, gait is an extremely complex 
endeavor with neuromuscular activity and dynamic interactions of internal and 
external forces. Most stroke survivors are left with walking difficulties throughout the 
sub-acute and chronic stages of stroke [5, 6]. Abnormal gait patterns can be 
characterized by significantly reduced gait speed, shortened step length, an inability to 
maintain balance, and gait asymmetry; these are observed in the majority of 
individuals with post-stroke hemiplegia [5-8]. In addition, this loss of mobility greatly 
affects patients as they lose their sense of independence and this adversely impacts 
their social lifestyle [9].  
1.2 Conventional manual gait rehabilitation therapy 
Despite the defective motor functions caused by stroke, brain has an amazing 
characteristic called neuroplasticity. Neuroplasticity refers to the brain’s ability to 
reorganize itself by forming new neural pathways, which allows the brain to adapt to 
the changes in behavior, environment, and neural processes. Based on this concept, 
the impaired gait function can be restored through intensive, repetitive and persistent 
training [10, 11].  
A proper gait rehabilitation regimen that includes balance training, weight bearing 
exercises, strength training, and the use of electrical stimulation has been established 
to improve and restore the gait patterns [12, 13]. Clinical trials also show that chronic, 
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non-ambulatory hemiparetic patients improved their gait ability through the 
conventional rehabilitation process [14, 15].  
 





However, conventional rehabilitation is labor-intensive and limited in terms of 
availability, duration, and training session frequency due to a lack of trained therapists 
and hospital recourses. In a typical gait training (Figure 1-2), the patient’s leg 
movements need to be assisted by at least two therapists; and in certain cases, a third 
therapist is needed to maintain balance and assist the pelvic motion. The duration of 
each training session is always limited due to the fatigue of the therapists. The 
quantification of gait performance and the assessment of rehabilitation progress are 
not consistent because training sessions are largely subjective and depend on 
therapists’ individual experiences. Besides, therapists often have to lift up the body-
weight of patients, or work in ergonomically unfavorable postures, there is the 
possibility that the therapist will suffer from back injury [16-18]. The condition even 
deteriorates with the increasing number of stroke patients and increasing 
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physiotherapy costs, which leaves the patients with lifelong walking difficulties. In 
this regard, there is a strong need to reduce the excessive labor of therapists and to 
increase the quality of the gait rehabilitation process.  
1.3 Robotic gait rehabilitation therapy 
Due to the difficulties in the manual gait therapy, robotic devices are suitable to 
serve as a solution to automate the gait rehabilitation training [19]. Robotic devices 
can take over the strenuous and repetitive task, allowing more intensive movements, 
delivering therapy at a reasonable cost, and quantitatively assessing the recovery level 
by measuring gait kinematics and physiological signal (Figure 1-3) [20]. The 
therapists are then able to focus on more meaningful tasks such as interacting with 
patients, supervising the training session and assessing the outcome of the therapy. 
One therapist can even manage several robotic devices simultaneously, which greatly 
increases the efficiency of the personnel.  
Various gait rehabilitation robots have been developed [21, 22] and evaluated with 
clinical experiments [23-25]. Most of the clinical trials indicated that robotic gait 
training alone or the combination of robotic gait training and conventional manual 
therapy is superior to conventional manual therapy alone in terms of gait function 
recovery [25-28]. Some trials reported roughly equal improvement, while the robotic 
gait training requiring less input from therapist [16, 25, 29, 30]. Although a few trials 
reported less improvement with robotic gait training in terms of gait speed and 
endurance [31]; there is no doubt that robotic devices have the potential in expanding 
its usage in gait rehabilitation after stroke.  
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Figure 1-3. Robot-aided gait rehabilitation training with a therapist supervising the training session. 




Notwithstanding the aforementioned benefits, the application of robotic gait 
rehabilitation is limited. For the existing gait rehabilitation robots, most of them are 
integrated with fixed treadmills. They are bulky, heavy, and patients are constrained 
on a treadmill, which hinders the walking independence of patients. The rehabilitation 
control strategy is also less efficient to achieve good rehabilitation progress. Besides, 
only a few major hospitals or rehabilitation centers can afford a robotic device and it 
takes about 2.36 years to break even after purchasing one [32].  
On the other hand, a significant portion of stroke patients has residual gait 
impairment after the therapy in the hospital. Long-term training should be given to the 
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patients to further recover the gait function. However, without therapeutic guidance 
and training facility, the rehabilitation progress is slow and difficult to track. There is 
a great need for a home-based wearable robotic system for gait rehabilitation. 
A number of researches tried to develop ankle robots which targeted specifically 
for the ankle joint problem, such as drop foot. Others proposed knee robots to aid the 
knee joint motion. However, limited research aimed at providing active assistance to 
both the knee and ankle joints.  
The work in this thesis is motivated by the desire to develop a portable gait 
rehabilitation robotic system and provide robotic gait therapy for better recovery after 
stroke. Effective rehabilitation robots can offer a wide range of advantages:  
 The robots can release the patient from the treadmill and provide real overground 
walking training in order to increase the walking independence of the patients.  
 The robots are lightweight, portable enough for patients to carry out gait training 
at outpatient or home setting. Patients can receive more frequent training in their 
daily life.  
 There is general agreement that 50%~80% of stroke survivors can walk 
independently at 3 weeks or at discharge from hospital [6, 33] and by 6 months 
this figure may be as high as 85% [34]. Hence, body weight support (BWS) 
system should be excluded in order for a compact and user friendly design.  
 Robots do not get tired so that intensive training with good repeatability can be 
delivered. Kinematics of human limbs and interaction forces can be collected and 
controlled.  
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 Robotic system can provide gait therapy based on the condition of the patients 
and capture patient’s performance data to evaluate the recovery progress.  
3. Objectives  
The main objective of this thesis is to conceive a new generation of a knee-ankle-
foot robotic system aiming for stroke patients with residual knee and ankle function 
impairments to perform overground gait rehabilitation training. The robot should be 
compact, lightweight, safe and low-price so that patients can perform gait training 
with the robot in home setting. The robot should also be capable of providing full 
support to the patients during walking. Considering that most stroke patients are 
affected by hemiparesis, we start building our prototype for one leg.  
A second objective is to develop a novel actuator of the robot. The actuator should 
be compliant and backdrivable so that it is safe for human-robot interaction 
application. The actuator should also be compact and lightweight, while retaining the 
capability of providing large assistive force. Fast and accurate force tracking 
performance and adequate bandwidth for rehabilitation robotics application should be 
achieved.  
A third objective is to study the human-robot interactions and control the 
interactive torque between the robot and the human limbs. It is essential to understand 
the force control performance of the exoskeleton when human motion is involved. 
Stability of the human-robot interaction controller has to be guaranteed in order to 
deliver safe assistance during walking.  
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A fourth objective is to develop intelligent control strategy of the robot to provide 
overground gait training. The robot should be able to collect the kinematics 
information of the human gait and provide assistance to improve the gait pattern when 
it is abnormal. The assistance should be safe and effective.  
More fundamentally, our project aims at helping stroke patient to recover their 
gait function and improving their life quality. By investigating the performance of 
different robotic therapy strategies, we can increase our knowledge of neuro-recovery 
after stroke, and determine which types of therapy or exercises should be applied for 
optimal rehabilitation progress. 
4. Contributions 
The contributions of this thesis are summarized as:  
First, we present the design and control of a portable knee-ankle-foot robotic 
exoskeleton system. Following bottom-up approach, we designed the mechanical 
structure and actuator of the robot to achieve real overground walking; a joint-level 
force controller is then developed to provide accurate assistance during human-robot 
interaction; an upper-level rehabilitation control strategy is then implemented, which 
can provide synchronous assistance during overground gait training.  
Second, we present a novel series elastic actuator (SEA) to drive the robotic joint. 
This SEA is developed as a solution to overcome the major limitation of the 
conventional SEA design. By employing two springs with vastly different stiffness, 
the actuator can achieve large output range while maintain a high intrinsic compliance. 
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The actuator design is also based on the biomechanics of human gait, which makes it 
suitable for our gait rehabilitation robot.  
Third, based on the model of SEA, we developed a human-interaction controller, 
which can provide accurate assistive torque to human joint during walking. Compared 
with the previous work presented in [35-37], our work has the following 
improvements: 1) the assumption in [35] that the modeling error and disturbance are 
constant is removed; 2) the rigorous mathematical proof is given to show the stability 
of the closed-loop system.  
Fourth, a novel gait-event-based synchronization method for gait rehabilitation 
robotics via a bio-inspired adaptive oscillator is developed and implemented in our 
exoskeleton robot. Compared with the previous work, the major superiority of our 
work includes: 1) this method has a simple structure and is easy to implement; 2) our 
method is efficient and effective at achieving human-robot synchronization; 3) this 
method is robust in synchronization with abnormal gait patterns so it is applicable and 
feasible for gait rehabilitation robotics.  
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6. Thesis Overview  
A flowchart is shown in Figure 1-4 to illustrate the structure of this thesis.  
Chapter 2 introduces the existing robotic systems for gait rehabilitation. Three 
aspects: mechanical design, actuation system and control strategy are discussed.  
Chapter 3 presents the mechanical design of a portable knee-ankle-foot 
exoskeleton robot. A novel compliant SEA is also presented as the actuator of the 
robotic joints. The structure of the robot and actuator is optimized based on the human 
gait biomechanics. The modeling and controller of the actuator is developed to 
achieve force control. The robot is also evaluated by providing assistance during 
overground walking experiment with healthy subjects. 
Chapter 4 presents a human-robot interaction controller, which is developed for 
controlling the interactive torque between the robot and human joints. It consists 
mainly of human interaction compensation, friction compensation, and is enhanced 
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with a disturbance observer. Theoretical analysis for the proposed controller has 
proven that it can guarantee the stability of the human-robot interaction. Experiment 
is conducted on the ankle joint of the robot.  
 
Figure 1-4. Structure of the thesis.  
 
 
Chapter 5 presents a novel human-robot synchronization method for gait 
rehabilitation robotics. Inspired by the phenomenon of the synchronous flashing of 
fireflies, we develop a synchronization method using gait events since gait events are 
pulse-like signal. The gait events are detected in real time during overground walking 
based on hidden Markov model (HMM). A bio-inspired adaptive oscillator is 
employed to estimate the stride percentage of the human gait based on the detect gait 
events. Reference trajectories synchronous to the human gait are then generated 
according to the estimated phase. An impedance-based control strategy is 
implemented to provide assistive gait rehabilitation training. Experiments on healthy 
subjects have been conducted to evaluate the performance of this control strategy.  
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Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions of this work and discusses the 
further work in gait rehabilitation robotics.  








Gait Rehabilitation Robotic Systems: 
Review and Outlook  
Chapter 2. Gait Rehabilitation Robotic Systems: Review and Outlook  
 
 
In recent years, the rapid advancement of robotics technology has pushed the 
development of gait rehabilitation robotics to automate gait rehabilitation therapy for 
stroke patients. Robots are capable of providing intensive gait training, better 
quantitative feedback and improved functional outcomes compared to the 
conventional manual therapy. This chapter provides an introduction to the existing 
gait rehabilitation robotic systems and discusses future prospects for innovation. 
Three aspects: mechanical design, actuation system and control strategy are included. 
Special emphasis is placed on the exoskeleton-based robotic systems for 
rehabilitation. The review also discusses the limitations of current exoskeletons and 
technical challenges faced in exoskeleton development in order to reveal the 
directions to more effective exoskeleton robotic systems.  
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1. Mechanical design 
In this section, the mechanical design of existing gait robotic systems is 
introduced. We first illustrate different types of robotic systems. A special focus is 
then given to the exoskeleton-based robotic systems.  
1.1 Overview of gait rehabilitation robots 
Robots can be designed to rehabilitate certain parts of the lower limbs with 
different functions and purposes. Mechanical design also affects the implementation 
of rehabilitation strategies. On the whole, the device can be classified into two groups: 
non-mobile robots (Figure 2-1(a)-(d)) and overground rehabilitation robots (Figure 
2-1(e)-(h)).  
  
Figure 2-1. (a) treadmill-based BWS system, (b) treadmill-based exoskeleton, (c) footplate device, (d) 
stationary device, (e) joint level device, (f) portable exoskeleton, (g) mobile robotic trainer, (h) 
exoskeleton with mobile platform. 
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In the first group, immobile robots are devices that enable the users to receive gait 
training in a fixed and confined area which include treadmill-based body weight 
support (BWS) system (Figure 2-1(a)), treadmill-based exoskeleton (Figure 2-1(b)), 
BWS foot plate device (Figure 2-1(c)) and stationary device (Figure 2-1(d)).  
Robotic gait rehabilitation trainer (RGR) is an example of treadmill-based BWS 
system (Figure 2-1(a)), which offers the patient with the assistance of a BWS system 
and gait training on a treadmill [38].  
In treadmill-based exoskeleton systems (Figure 2-1(b)), exoskeleton employs the 
treadmill-based mechanism with the assistance of BWS system while the user is 
walking on the treadmill. In this design, the BWS system is employed to maintain the 
balance while the exoskeleton is used to provide assistance to the lower-limb joints. 
This design is widely adopted and has been implemented in Lokomat [39], 
ReoAmbulator [40], ALEX (active leg exoskeleton) [41], LOPES (LOwer-extremity 
Powered ExoSkeleton) [42], University of Auckland system [43], POGO and PAM 
[44] and et al.  
The design in Figure 2-1(c) is known as the BWS footplate device. In this design, 
the footplate is considered as the end effector of the robot instead of a wearable 
exoskeleton. This BWS footplate mechanism, which is implemented in Gait Trainer 
GTI [45], LokoHelp [46] , has the same objective in providing the controlled 
movements to the patient’s feet besides giving assistance via BWS.  
The fourth device in Figure 2-1(d), which is called the stationary device, provides 
guided movements in lower-limb joint to obtain the effective muscle strengthening 
and endurance, instead of providing focus to the gait function. ERIGO [47], Motion 
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Maker [48], Lambda [49], and stationary hip-knee-ankle-foot system [50] are the 
devices that utilized this stationary device.  
In the second group of gait rehabilitation device, overground rehabilitation robots 
are designed to allow the subjects to walk overground and increase the independence 
of gait training. In this overground rehabilitation robot, the mobility of the patient is 
improved tremendously as the patient is not confined in the walking area or restricted 
to the sagittal plane movement. Examples types of robot are joint level device (Figure 
2-1(e)), portable exoskeleton (Figure 2-1(f)), mobile robotic trainer (Figure 2-1(g)), 
and exoskeleton with mobile platform Figure 2-1(h)).  
Joint level device as shown in Figure 2-1(e), is designed for single joint 
rehabilitation, for example MIT ankle robot [51, 52], Ankle-Foot Orthosis [53] and 
SUkorpion AR [54].  
Portable exoskeleton as shown in Figure 2-1(f), comprises robotic orthosis for 
multiple lower-limb joints. Various devices can be found such as ReWalk [55], Ekso 
[56], KAFO [57], HAL [58], PGO [59], Vanderbilt lower limb exoskeleton [60] and 
et al. It provides assistive force to individual’s lower-limb joints of both legs. Besides 
gait training device, it is also an assistive tool for walking or stair climbing in daily 
life.  
Mobile robotic trainer as shown in Figure 2-1(g), provides both BWS and 
overground motion. The existing device that applies this concept is ANDAGO [61], 
KineAssist [62] and NUS walker [63].  
The last type of design in Figure 2-1(h) is exoskeleton with mobile platform, 
which is an exoskeleton system combining robotic mobile platform, a BWS system 
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and a lower-limb exoskeleton for overground training. WalkTrainer [64], SUABR 
[65], SJTU mobile system [66] and NaTUre-gaits [67] are several examples of 
exoskeletons with such mechanisms.  
Systems that are associated with the robotic exoskeleton are capable of providing 
assistance and guidance to the joints of the human lower limbs. These exoskeleton 
systems are known for their flexibility in control strategies implementation and 
effectiveness in guiding the movements of the joints; hence, attracted strong interest 
in the research community in recent years [22]. To ease the understanding of the 
exoskeleton system, an in-depth explanation is provided for the three types of 
exoskeleton-based gait rehabilitation systems: treadmill-based exoskeleton, 
exoskeleton with mobile platform and portable exoskeleton.  
1.2 Treadmill-based exoskeleton 
Treadmill-based exoskeleton usually composed of a BWS system, a pair of 
powered leg exoskeleton and a treadmill. The patient can perform gait training on a 
treadmill with the body weight support and the assistive torque on the lower-limb 
joints. Various designs have been developed based on this concept, such as 
ReoAmbulator, which commercialized by Motorika Ltd. (marketed in USA as the 
“AutoAmbulator”) (Figure 2-2(a)) [68]; Lokomat, which is a commercially available 
device and also the most widely adopted rehabilitation robot around the world (Figure 
2-2(b)) [17]; ALEX, which is designed in University of Delaware (Figure 2-2(c)) [69] 
and its updated version ALEX II [70] and ALEX III [71]; and LOPES from 
University of Twente (Figure 2-2(d)) [42].  
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Figure 2-2. (a) ReoAmbulator [40]. (b) Lokomat (Picture: Hocoma, Switzerland). (c) ALEX [41]. (d) 
LOPES [42].   
 
 
Exoskeleton of treadmill-based is considered as the conventional method of 
rehabilitation exoskeleton robot design and has been proven to be effective in clinical 
application [23]. Notwithstanding, by employing this design, patients are only 
allowed to move on the treadmill, in which the leg motion will be substantially 
limited to the sagittal plane. Essential gait movements in pelvic, like rotating, 
inclining and moving horizontally are also inhibited. These restrictions may result in 
an abnormal gait pattern, leading to altered muscle activity and eventually the 
rehabilitation progress is inferior to overground gait training [72, 73]. Besides, the 
existing designs are bulky, heavy, expensive and only available in a limited number of 
hospitals or rehabilitation centers. The cost is also high, which limits them from wider 
application.  
1.3 Exoskeleton with mobile platform 
To provide real overground walking, exoskeleton system is implemented on a 
mobile platform instead of a treadmill. The system often comes with a BWS so that 
the system can provide balance support and body weight unloading. Examples that 
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utilize such systems are WalkTrainer, which was developed at the Ecole 
Polytechnique Federale de Lausanne (EPFL, Figure 2-3(a)) [64]; EXPOS 
(exoskeleton for patients and the old) from Sogang University [65] and its updated 
version SUBAR (Sogang University biomedical assistive robot) in Figure 2-3(b) [74]; 
NaTUre-gaits (Natural and TUnable rehabilitation gait system) from Nanyang 
Technological University (Figure 2-3(c)) [75]; and a mobile robot from Shanghai Jiao 
Tong University (Figure 2-3(d)) [66]. 
These devices are designed to enable realistic overground walking. However, the 
major drawback of these systems is the restrictions on the pelvic motions. Some 
degrees of freedom (DoF) are constrained or left unactuated. The WalkTrainer and 
NaTUre-gait facilitate active support in six DoFs of pelvic motion; however, it leads 
to complicated mechanical structure and inefficiency in sensor fusion and control 
implementation. Besides, the other conventional physical training, such as stairs and 
slope climbing are limited.  
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1.4 Portable exoskeletons  
In order to increase the mobility of the treated patients, various portable 
exoskeleton systems have been developed, such as ReWalk (Figure 2-4(a), Argo 
Medical Technologies Ltd.) [55, 76]; Ekso (Exoskeleton Lower Extremity Gait 
System) from Ekso Bionics (Figure 2-4(b)) [56]; Vanderbilt lower limb exoskeleton 
(Figure 2-4(c)) [60]; and MINDWALKER (Figure 2-4(d)) [77] and et al. 
 




The portable exoskeleton provides more freedom in motion, such as sit-to-stand, 
stand-to-sit, overground walking, turning and stairs climbing. There is general 
agreement that 50%~80% of stroke survivors can walk independently at 3 weeks or at 
discharge from hospital [6, 33] and by 6 months this figure may be as high as 85% 
[34]. Hence, BWS system is excluded to achieve a compact design, which can be 
extended to daily assistive use besides gait training. Targeted therapy can also be 
designed for patients with specific function impairment. More importantly, they are 
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portable, compact and can be treated as rehabilitation tools and assistive robots in 
patient’s daily activities.  
2. Actuation system 
The design of the actuation system is crucial for robots as it determines the 
capability and control performance of the system. In this section, we first introduce 
the power source that has been employed in gait rehabilitation robotics. Then we 
discuss the actuators with different actuation modes, including rigid actuator and 
compliant actuator, especially series elastic actuator (SEA).  
2.1 Power source 
In terms of power source, three types of actuators have been utilized in 
exoskeleton systems: hydraulic, pneumatic actuator and electric motor. Hydraulic 
system, which was adopted by Ekso, has the advantage of providing large output, but 
requires an additional energy supply system [78, 79]. Pneumatic artificial muscle 
(PAM) is known for its lightweight and high compliance (due to the fact that air is 
compressible [80]). It can be found in KAFO [57], system from University of 
Auckland [43]. However, the nonlinear characteristic makes the pneumatically 
powered exoskeleton difficult to be controlled. Besides, it is known that the hydraulic 
and pneumatic exoskeletons are not portable as the actuators are usually bulky; and 
accessories, such as pump and tank are needed. Electric motor is the mostly widely 
used power source and has been adopted in many existing designs. The usage of 
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electric motor produces the desired and controllable output with fast and good 
response.  
2.2 Actuation mode 
It must be borne in mind that the rehabilitation robots possess direct interaction 
with humans physically. Therefore, safety is a critical concern for human-robot 
interaction. Conventional industrial robot requires rigid actuators to achieve precise 
position control performance, and is not inherently safe due to its high output 
impedance and non-backdrivibility. Conversely, compliant actuator seems to provide 
a better solution. Many innovative compliant actuators have been designed for use in 
rehabilitation robots [81-83]. The most well-known compliant actuator is the SEA 
[84, 85].  
 
Figure 2-5. Actuator mode: (a) rigid actuator; (b) SEA with soft spring. F1 is the motor output force; 
m1 represents the robot; x1 is the position of the robot; meq is the equivalent mass of the motor; ks is the 
spring stiffness.  
 
 
Different from conventional rigid actuator (Figure 2-5(a)), in which the motor 
drives the load directly, SEA is a kind of actuator, in which an elastic component is 
placed between the power source and load (Figure 2-5(b)). In 1995, J. Pratt and 
Williamson first introduced a complete SEA design [84]. The basic components of 
SEAs included a motor, a gear transmission, a set of linear springs, and a sensor 
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measuring the deflection of the spring [84]. The force output was derived from the 
spring based on Hooke’s law. A control loop then controlled the actuator to the 
desired output force. Later, Robinson conducted a deep study on the modeling and 
control analysis of the SEA in his PhD research [86, 87]. By introducing an elastic 
element between the load and the geared motor, the inertia and non-linear frictions of 
the motor and the transmission are decoupled from the load and external impacts and 
shocks are isolated from the gear transmission. It also makes the force sensing and 
control problem into a position sensing and control problem [84, 88]. Force/torque 
sensor thus is not needed, which simplifies the robot structure and improves the 
controller stability [89]. This is beneficial in rehabilitation robotics since it is more 
important to control the interaction force instead of the position of the robot [90].  
Therefore, in human friendly robotics applications, SEAs are known to offer a 
range of advantages over stiff actuators, which include high force/torque 
controllability and fidelity, low output impedance, back-drivability, tolerance to shock 
and impacts [91]. Various SEA designs have been developed for rehabilitation robot, 
including linear SEAs [86, 92, 93], where a linear spring is adopted, and rotary SEAs 
[35, 94, 95], where a torsion spring is used to transmit the output force. 
3. Control strategy 
In this section, a review of the control strategies of the gait rehabilitation robots is 
given. The control strategies are classified into two groups: human intention-based 
control strategies and trajectory-based control strategies.  
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3.1 Human intention-based control strategies 
Ideally, the patients should fully control the robot to have it synchronized with 
their intentions. The most direct way is to implement a mechanical switch, with which 
patients can select a desired mode for assistance. This is also the most commonly used 
method in the existing commercialized systems.  
To automate the robots, various researches have been conducted to estimate the 
human intention through physiological signals. For example, electromyography 
(EMG) is the electrical activity produced by skeletal muscles. A large number of 
EMG-based controllers have been developed for rehabilitation robots [25]. They are 
employed by HAL [58], KAFO [57] and NEUROExos [96, 97] and so on. However, 
it is plausible that noises in EMG signals increase the intricacy of muscle activity 
evaluation. Furthermore, EMG signals are very sensitive to the electrode placement. 
Disturbance from the neighboring muscles and skin conditions (e.g. sweat on the skin) 
will further make the detection unreliable.  
In recent years, there is growing interest in developing the electroencephalograph 
(EEG) based control strategies for gait rehabilitation robots [98-100]. EEG is an 
electrophysiological monitoring method to record electrical activity of the brain. 
However, the usage of EEG in providing human intention will be a challenge as the 
algorithm of the controller and the mapping limitation during locomotion sources are 
no located in the brain cortex [101] and the relatively slow speed for real time 
application [102]. Besides, in some applications, electrodes have to be implanted into 
the brain for a clear signal, which is highly invasive.  
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Besides the physiological signals, human intention can be estimated from other 
information. Referring to Indego, changes of the center of pressure (CoP) on the 
ground are tracked to predict human movements, such as sit-to-stand or stand-to-sit 
[103]. EXPO and SJTU system employ an air bladder on the legs to detect human 
intention through the change of the air pressure [65, 104].  
Conclusively, many researches have been proposed, which actively explore the 
feasibility of the intention-based control strategies for robotic gait rehabilitation. 
However, they have some drawbacks, mainly related to the signal acquisition and 
user-specific calibration. A lot of sensors have to be implemented and a lot of work 
has to be done for signal processing. Besides, deciding how much assistance to be 
provided is also difficult. The application of intention-based control strategies is still 
limited.  
3.2 Trajectory-based control strategy 
In the early stage of robotic gait rehabilitation, exoskeletons move the patient’s 
limbs passively to follow a predefined normal gait trajectory. However, the efficacy 
of this passive training is low due to the lack of human initiative participation; and the 
decrease in physical effort of patients even brings negative impact on the function 
rehabilitation [105, 106]. Physiological and psychological participation of the patients 
has to be encouraged to facilitate the rehabilitation progress. Thus, a commonly stated 
rehabilitation rationale in gait exercise is to provide assistance-as-needed (AAN), 
which means that the robotic devices will only supply as much effort as a patient 
needs to accomplish training tasks or maintain a normal gait pattern [25]. Based on 
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this, impedance control is developed in order to engage human voluntary work in the 
rehabilitation treatment.  
The concept of impedance control was firstly proposed by Hogan [107]. In this 
case, the controller provides assistive force when human limb deviates from a 
reference gait trajectory and the restoring force is proportional to the deviation [17, 
25, 42, 108]. By changing the virtual impedance, different levels of assistance can be 
achieved flexibly. To be specific, when the impedance is set to be zero, the robot will 
follow the human movement and try to minimize the interaction force, which refers to 
the “human-in-charge” mode; and on the contrary, when the impedance is set to be 
very high, the robot behaves like in position control and follows the reference 
trajectory, which refers to the “robot-in-charge” mode; and when the impedance is 
selected to be low, assistive force can be provided and the robot works in assistive 
mode [42].  
Recent controllers have implemented more sophisticated forms of impedance. For 
instance, ALEX employed a force fields controller, which exerts both tangential and 
normal forces at the ankle with respect to the speed of the reference trajectories. 
[108]. LOPES group proposed Virtual Mode Control whereby the selection of 
different gait functions is allowed [109]. Alexander et al. developed a path control 
strategy, in which the motion of the patient’s leg is constrained in a virtual tunnel with 
stiff walls [110]. Clinical study on the impedance control-based strategies also 
affirmed its effectiveness in gait function rehabilitation [24].  
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4. Discussion 
Although research has been done extensively, the technology of robotic 
exoskeleton is still evolving rapidly to achieve better effectiveness. It is predicted that 
the portable exoskeleton has relatively high potential in expanding its usage as it helps 
to increase the mobility of the patients, such as to perform overground walking, sit-to-
stand, stand-to-sit and stairs climbing postures. Notwithstanding the benefits 
mentioned above, the weight remains to be the main challenge in the portable 
exoskeleton design. Compactness and capability should be also considered in 
exoskeleton design. Motivated by this, we have developed a portable, compact, 
modular knee-ankle-foot exoskeleton robot, which will be presented in Chapter 3.  
The review on the actuation systems reveals that SEA offers a wide range of 
advantages over rigid actuators, which makes it appropriate for rehabilitation robotics 
application. It is characterized by its intrinsic compliancy for safe human-interaction 
and high force controllability and fidelity. However, most of the existing SEA designs 
are bulky, heavy and stiff. Motivated by this, we develop a novel SEA, which will be 
presented in Chapter 3.  
Through this study of the control strategies, it broadly reflects that the impedance 
control-based strategies are desired in the next technological shift of robotic gait 
rehabilitation. Patient’s initiative can be greatly encouraged to achieve optimal 
rehabilitation therapy. The major concern of this strategy is that human-robot 
synchronization is required to deliver safe and effective assistance. If the robotic 
assistance is not synchronous with the human gait, the robot may resist the human 
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walking, and may even cause injury [111, 112]. Motivated by the need, we have 
developed a novel bio-inspired synchronization method, which will be illustrated in 
Chapter 5.  
Conclusively, an insight review has been conducted in this chapter, including on 
the mechanical designs, actuation systems and control strategies that are currently 
utilized in robotic systems for gait rehabilitation.  








Mechanical Design of a Portable Knee-
Ankle-Foot Exoskeleton Robot 
Chapter 3. Mechanical Design of a Portable Knee-Ankle-Foot Exoskeleton 
Robot 
 
This chapter presents the mechanical design and evaluation of a knee-ankle-foot robot, 
which is compact, modular and portable for stroke patients to carry out overground 
gait training at outpatient and home settings. A novel SEA is developed for safe 
human-robot interactions. As a solution to the limitation of conventional SEA designs, 
one low-stiffness translational spring and a high-stiffness torsion spring are placed in 
series for force transmission. The springs are selected based on gait biomechanics to 
maintain a high intrinsic compliance for most period of a gait cycle, while retaining 
the capacity to provide the peak force. To achieve portability, the robotic joint 
mechanism is optimized based on gait biomechanics, and the mechanical structure is 
built with lightweight materials. This robot demonstrates stable and accurate force 
control in experiments conducted on healthy subjects with overground walking. The 
activation level of the major leg muscles of subjects is reduced as indicated by the 
EMG signals and the normal gait pattern is maintained during the test, which 
demonstrates that the robot can provide effective assistive force to the subjects during 
overground walking.  
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1. Introduction 
The incidence of stroke keeps growing rapidly with the increase of the aging 
population [2]. Stroke survivors suffer from muscle weakness, paralysis, gait disorder 
and pain and are affected in their ability to perform activities of daily living (ADL) 
[113]. As the main therapy for stroke patients, physical exercise aims to evoke brain 
plasticity to improve locomotive functions [19, 114]. However, conventional 
manually assisted gait training is expensive, labor intensive and physically demanding 
for therapists [17]. Rehabilitation robotics was then successfully introduced into the 
earlier phases of recovery after stroke to overcome the major limitations of traditional 
manual therapy [23]. The robots can deliver high-quality rehabilitation therapies, and 
evaluate the recovery progress as well.  
Over the years, various gait rehabilitation robotic devices have been developed 
based on different concepts [21, 22]. However, most of existing robotic gait training 
systems are integrated with fixed platforms and treadmills. They are bulky, expensive 
and only available in a limited number of rehabilitation centers or big hospitals. There 
is a great need for portable exoskeleton systems for overground gait rehabilitation. 
The portable exoskeleton can provide more freedom in motion. More importantly, 
they are portable, compact and can deliver gait training at home or outpatient setting.  
(A) Challenge in portable exoskeleton design  
Notwithstanding the benefits mentioned above, the weight remains to be the main 
challenge in the portable exoskeleton design. For example, the ankle robot developed 
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at MIT [52] weighs 3.1 kg for just the ankle joint. The commercialized knee assistive 
device developed by Tibion [115] weighs more than 4.5 kg for just the knee joint. 
Toyota unveiled a knee assistive robot called Independent Walk Assist robot, which 
weighs 3.5 kg [116]. A quasi-passive compliant stance control orthosis (CSCO) for 
knee joint assistance recently developed by Shamaei et al. weighs 3kg [117]. 
Lightweight exoskeletons are to be developed to achieve free locomotion. 
Compactness, battery and capability should be also considered in exoskeleton design.  
Besides, it is known that the ankle joint plays an important role in biomechanics 
during walking [118]. However, ankle joint is usually left unactuated in the existing 
designs, which may leads to an unnatural gait pattern. Portable devices aimed at 
providing active assistive torque to both the knee and ankle joints are also very rare 
due to ineffective and bulky actuation design. The key solution is to develop an 
efficient, capable but lightweight actuation system, which will be further explained in 
the following sub-section.  
(B) Challenge in SEA design  
As discussed in Chapter 2, SEA is suitable for rehabilitation robotics application. 
SEA is safe for human-robot interaction due to its intrinsic compliance; and has high 
force fidelity and controllability.  
However, the performance of the SEAs largely depends on the spring constant and 
SEA faces a dilemma of compliance and force range, for which, a tradeoff has to be 
made [87]. A low-stiffness spring produces high fidelity of force control and low 
output impedance, but it also limits the output force range and control bandwidth due 
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to the limitation of the deflection length (Figure 3-1(a)). On the other hand, a high 
stiffness spring increases the output force range, but reduces the force control fidelity 
(Figure 3-1(b)). To achieve both high compliance and large output force range, a very 
long soft spring has to be employed (Figure 3-1(c)), which leads to a bulky robot 
design.  
 
Figure 3-1. SEA design: (a) SEA with soft spring; (b) SEA with stiff spring; (c) SEA with soft but 
long spring. F1 is the motor output force; m1 represents the robot; x1 is the position of the robot; meq is 
the equivalent mass of the motor; ks is the spring stiffness. 
 
 
In order to achieve the high force transmission, most current SEAs adopted high 
stiffness springs, which lead to the compromised force control performance, intrinsic 
compliance and back-drivability. Additionally, the existing SEA designs are relatively 
bulky and heavy.  
In this chapter, we present a compact and modular knee-ankle-foot robot aiming 
for sub-acute and chronic stroke patients to conduct gait rehabilitation at outpatient 
rehabilitation centers or at private homes. Considering that most stroke survivors 
suffer hemiparetic deficits, we start building our prototype for one leg. The system 
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can be easily reconfigured into either a knee robot or an ankle robot to suit different 
symptoms, such as knee hyperextension and drop foot. In order for the device to be 
able to provide large assistance while remain compliant, we developed a novel 
compact SEA [89]. Corresponding linkage mechanism is optimized based on the 
study of human gait biomechanics to achieve portable and capable design. Controller 
is designed and implemented for the actuator to achieve good force tracking 
performance. Overground walking experiments have also been conducted on two 
healthy subjects to verify the effectiveness of the robot.  
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces methods of 
developing the exoskeleton robot system. Section 3 presents the modeling, control 
and force control performance of the compliant actuator. Section 4 presents the 
experimental evaluation of the robot with overground walking tests.  
2. Design of the robotic exoskeleton system 
2.1 Design specifications based on gait biomechanics 
Since the primary goal of the device is to facilitate the subject overground walking 
and provide assistance, the design specification of the proposed robot is determined 
by analyzing the biomechanics of human gait. Clinical Gait Analysis (CGA) data are 
utilized to guide the design of the exoskeleton and actuator, which are collected from 
the CGA normative gait database [119]. Figure 3-2 illustrates the biomechanics in 
terms of torque, joint angle and power of the knee flexion/extension and ankle 
dorsiflexion/plantarflexion when a healthy subject (70kg, 0.9m leg-length) walking at 
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1.0m/s. The biomechanical data is normalized into gait cycle percent (1~100%), 
which starts from the heel strike of the right leg and ends with the next heel strike of 
the right leg. 
 
Figure 3-2. Biomechanics of human ankle and knee joints for a 70kg healthy subject during normal 
gait cycle with 1.0m/s speed, including (a) joint angle, (b) joint torque and (c) joint power. Red and 
blue lines represent knee and ankle joints respectively. Blue and red circle is the gait percentage where 
joint torque reaches its maximum. Dot dash line illustrates the joint angles and torques where joint 
torque is maximum. Dashed line is 30% of peak torque that covers the most part of a gait cycle. 
 
 
Normally, the walking knee flexion is limited to about 60°. The peak knee torque 
reaches 30N·m during stance phase (18% gait cycle, red circle in Figure 3-2(a)) when 
knee angle is about 20° (Figure 3-2(a)). It is worth noting that knee torque remains 
under 10 Nm (30% of peak torque) for most of a gait cycle, and goes beyond this 
value in a small period only (red dashed line in Figure 3-2(a)). Correspondingly, the 
walking ankle angle ranges from -10°~15°, and the peak torque is 60 Nm when the 
angle is close to 15° (42% gait cycle, blue circle in Figure 3-2(a)) during stance phase 
(Figure 3-2(b)). Similarly, ankle torque stays below 20 Nm (30% of peak torque) for 
more than half of the gait cycle (blue dashed line in Figure 3-2(a)). It is worthy to note 
that this character is a driving factor for our novel SEA design to be discussed in 
Section 2.3. On the other hand, the power requirement of each joint is a driving factor 
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for the motor selection. Thus, an average mechanical power between 100W and 150W 
is required for the knee and ankle joints (Figure 3-2(c)). These biomechanical data 
will also be utilized for the mechanical optimization of the following robot and the 
compliant SEA design. 
2.2 Mechanical structure design of the robot 
Figure 3-3 shows the overall design of the knee-ankle-foot robot. Ball bearings are 
employed as the knee and ankle joint of the robot, which align with the knee and 
ankle joint of human (Figure 3-3(a)). Rotatory potentiometers are installed inside the 
bearing to determine the joint angles (Figure 3-3(c)). The modular design of a knee 
module and an ankle module (Figure 3-3(b)) satisfies the requirements of patients 
under different conditions, which can also be implemented separately. When using 
both modules together as a whole for the current prototype, a connecting linkage is 
employed to adjust the length of shank from 40cm to 47cm adapting to a range of 
different user heights. The actuation mechanism for both the knee and ankle joints in 
this design is particular, which is a novel compact linear SEA through a four-bar 
linkage (Figure 3-3(d)). More details of the actuator and actuation mechanism will be 
discussed in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4. Figure 3-3(e) shows a prototype of the robot. 
The anthropomorphic structure is built with lightweight carbon fiber reinforced plastic 
(CFRP) composite material. The robot is easy to don and doff. The total mechanical 
weight of the prototype weighs about 3.5kg, which makes it portable.  
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Figure 3-3. (a) CAD model of the knee-ankle-foot robot; (a) CAD models of the knee module and 
ankle-foot module; (c) explosive views of the robotic joint; (d) slider-crank linkage as the actuation 
mechanism; (e) front view of a prototype of the robotic system wore by a subject.  
 
 
Furthermore, it is noted that most powered lower-limb exoskeleton robots adopt a 
unilateral structure to implement a mechanical joint, such as ReWalk [76], HAL [58] 
et al. However, this approach generates torques in undesired directions and brings 
damage to the mechanical structure of the robot (Figure 3-4(a)). Besides, very tight 
straps have to be used in unilateral designs to prevent the slippage between human 
limbs and robot, which leads to pain, discomfort, and even skin injuries. To overcome 
these limitations, bilateral structure is adopted in our design to improve ergonomics of 
the robot. The force diagram on a bilateral joint is illustrated in Figure 3-4(a). The 
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excess torques in undesired directions can be eliminated, which can improve the 
safety and comfort of the device.  
 
Figure 3-4. (a) Force and torque loaded on robot joint with bilateral and unilateral structures. Green 
arrow indicates the force in desired direction; red arrow shows the torque in undesired direction. Fact is 
the actuation force and Fleg is the interaction force from human leg. (b) Fact, F1, F2 are the forces 
loaded on the actuator. (c) The assembly of the robotic joint. 
 
 
As shown in Figure 3-4(b), the actuator on the robotic joint is assembled in a 
symmetric way, which protects the actuator from being damaged by the unbalanced 
load. The output pin of the actuator is placed in the middle of the actuator body 
instead of the extreme end, thus the length of the actuator is reduced and achieves 
compactness and steady force transmission. The actuator can also be fitted into the 
space between the output frames when the robotic joint bends (Figure 3-4(c)). The 
compactness of the joint design and the portability of the robot are thus achieved.  
2.3 Novel SEA design 
The previous study on gait biomechanics (as shown in Figure 3-2) indicates that 
the average joint torque in human lower-limb joints during normal gait is much lower 
than the peak value (as described in Section 2.1). It implies that the actuator for gait 
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assistive robots only needs to provide a relatively small torque for most periods of a 
gait cycle, and this can be handled by a soft spring. As for the higher peak torque, a 
stiffer spring is then required. On the basis of the above analysis, we develop a novel 
SEA design, which overcomes the limitations of the conventional SEA designs and 
makes it more suitable for the gait rehabilitation robot application.  
(A) Working principle of the novel SEA  
The novelty of this actuator design is the utilization of two springs in series with 
vastly different stiffness values to handle different force ranges. A soft translational 
spring handles low-force range, which enables the actuator to achieve the high force 
fidelity, low output impedance and high intrinsic compliance. A torsion spring with 
high effective stiffness, handles high-force operation when the soft spring is fully 
compressed. The torsion spring extends the output force into a larger range and 
improves the control bandwidth of the actuation system.  
Figure 3-5 illustrates the composition of the proposed compliant actuator. The 
actuator consists of an electrical motor that drives a ball screw through two sets of 
spring assemblies. Two unidirectional torsion springs are fitted into a custom-made 
coupler, which becomes a bidirectional torsion spring. Two rotary encoders are 
located at both sides of the motor and the difference of the two encoder readings will 
be used to determine the deflection of the torsion spring. A pair of spur gears with 1:1 
transmission ratio transfers the force to another parallel shaft of the ball screw, which 
helps reduce the total length of the actuator. Then, two linear springs are placed 
within an output carriage and pushed by the ball screw nut. Besides, a linear 
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potentiometer is installed to measure the deflection of the linear spring, thus deriving 
the output force of the actuator based on Hooke’s law. Figure 3-5(c) further illustrates 
the design of the actuator in an exploded view. And the directions of the motion 
transmission are indicated as well. 
 
Figure 3-5. (a) CAD model and (b) the prototype of the compliant force controllable SEA and (c) 
exploded views of the actuator and directions of motion transmission.  
 
 
A prototype of the actuator is shown in Figure 3-5(b). A Maxon DC brushless 
motor (EC-4pole 120W, 36V) is adopted as the power source. A linear potentiometer 
from ETI is applied as the linear spring deflection sensor. Two incremental encoders 
with 1024tics/rev are used to measure the deflection of the torsion spring. The ball 
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screw is chosen to be 140mm in length with 2mm/rev. The stroke of the actuator is 
60mm. The total weight of the SEA prototype is 0.85kg. 
(B) Selection of spring stiffness 
The selection of the two springs’ stiffness is based on the biomechanical analysis 
of gait, which aims to achieve biomechanical efficiency. The soft linear spring is 
implemented to increase the intrinsic compliance of the actuator, and keeps the 
actuator working within the low-force range for most of a gait cycle. The torsion 
spring is used to extend the range of the output force, and thus should be rigid enough 
to cover the peak force.  
The required output force of the actuator depends on the optimization of the 
actuation mechanism, which will be given in the following section. According to the 
optimized results, the required peak force of the actuator along a gait cycle is around 
800N. Based on the gait biomechanics in Section 2.1, the required force is lower than 
30% of peak force for most periods of a gait cycle; hence, the low-force range (the 
output force range of the soft spring) is chosen to be 240N. Two linear springs with 
working stroke of 10mm and the stiffness of 24N/mm are placed at both sides of the 
ball screw nut to achieve the bidirectional force.  
The torsion spring integrates the high effective stiffness to achieve the large 
output force range. However, large stiffness brings bad force resolution due to the 
limitation of encoders. We chose 0.29N·m/rad torsion springs with 72° deflection 
range of the coupler. The resultant output force range is 1128N, with a force 
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resolution of 5.6N. The section of key parameters of this actuator is summarized in 
Table 3-1. 
Table 3-1. Parameters of the actuator prototype. 
Variable Value 
Geometry size 230mm×78mm×43mm 
Motor power 120W 
Output force ±1128N 
Low-force range ±240N 
Linear spring stiffness 24x10
3
N/m 
Torsion spring stiffness 0.29N·m/rad 
Equivalent torsion spring stiffness 2.8622×10
6
N/m 
Pitch of the ball screw 2mm 
Stroke 60mm 
Force resolution in low-force range 0.146N 
Force resolution in high-force range 5.6N 




2.4 Design and optimization of the actuation mechanism 
The robotic knee and ankle joints are rotated by the SEA through a four-bar 
linkage, i.e. a slider-crank linkage. The schematic diagram of the mechanism is shown 
in Figure 3-6. This mechanism is optimized to minimize the required force for the 
compact SEA design. The geometrical constraints with the physical structure are 
proposed to provide the adequate and safe range of motion (ROM). The optimization 
procedure is identical for knee and ankle joints, which follows two steps as shown in 
Figure 3-6 with the knee joint as an example.  
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Figure 3-6. Schematic diagram and optimization procedure of the slider-crank mechanism for the robot. 
φk and φa denote the knee joint angle and ankle joint angle, respectively. Step 1: selecting the angle θ, 
where θ is the crank angle when joint angle is zero; Step 2: geometrical parameters optimization, where 
l1, l2 are the lengths of the frame and crank, d is the length of the connection rod, φ1, φ2 are the relative 
angles of each bar, F is the output force of the actuator in the direction of the connection rod, M is the 
output torque of the robotic joint torque during human gait cycle. 
 
 
Step 1: selecting the initial crank angle θ when the joint angle φk is zero. It 
satisfies θ+φTmax=90°, where φTmax is the knee joint angle corresponding to the 
maximum joint torque in a gait cycle (as shown in Figure 3-2). This ensures the crank 
is vertical to the connection rod when the required torque reaches its peak so that it 
maximizes the length of the lever-arm to apply the force F (please refer to Figure 3-6). 
The actual crank angle θ for each joint is illustrated in Table 3-2. 
Step 2: optimizing the geometrical parameters of the four-bar linkage to minimize 
the required peak force of the actuator within a gait cycle. The trajectories of knee 
joint angle φk and joint torque M are derived from CGA data as described in Figure 
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3-2. Geometric constraints are also considered to ensure the ROM in the normal gait 
to protect the patient.  
Referring to Figure 3-6, the kinematics of the four-bar mechanism can be 
described as 
  











  (3-1) 
and from which, the crank joint φ2 can be derived as: 
 2 22 min 1 1 2cos(( ) / (2 ))a d l l l      (3-2) 
And φ2 also meets  
  2 k      (3-3) 
The robotic joint torque generated by the actuator is given by 
  2 2 1sin( )M F l       (3-4) 
The objective function, i.e. the required peak force in a gait cycle, is thus defined 











  (3-5) 
The lengths of the frame l1 and crank l2 are the parameters to be optimized. The 
search space is then defined as 
   1 2
T
l l l   (3-6) 
The geometrical constraints are given by 
 max 1 2d l l       (3-7) 
 1 2 minl l d      (3-8) 
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 2 1l l   (3-9) 
 2 2max . min 1 1 2 maxlimcos(( ) / (2 ))     req a d l l l   (3-10) 
 2 2max . min 1 1 2 maxlimcos(( ) / (2 ))     req a d l l l   (3-11) 
where dmin , dmax are the limiting output displacements of the actuator, of which the 
range is 125~185mm. φmin req. , φmax req. represent the required range of joint angles for 
free human gait. φminlim , φmaxlim are the limiting joint angles for a safe motion range. 
Equations (3-7)-(3-9) ensure the existence of the slider-crank mechanism. 
Equations (3-10) and (3-11) specify the range of joint motion with the terminal 
displacements of the actuator. The target ROM of the robotic joint should cover the 
required range (φmin req., φmax req.) to allow a normal gait; and is within the limiting joint 
angles (φminlim , φmaxlim) to prevent the robot from moving into excessive motion. The 
values of φmin req., φmax req. and φminlim , φmaxlim are listed in Table 3-2. With these 
constraints, the ROM of the robotic knee joint is bounded by physical structure and 
the knee joint movements can be restricted in an adequate and safe range. These 
equations are subjected to the MATLAB fmincon optimization function to minimize 
the peak force in the feasible workspace.  
The required peak force on the actuator with different configurations of l1, l2 is 
drawn on Figure 3-7(a). It is marked as zero if the particular combination does not 
meet the constraint. In Figure 3-7(a), the green dot denotes the minimum peak force 
for the actuator, which is taken as optimum. The minimum peak force guiding for 
spring selection is 687N and 830N on knee and ankle joints, respectively. Figure 
3-7(b) presents the trajectories of required actuator output force for both joints during 
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a gait cycle with the optimized configuration. The resulting ROM meets the demands 
of human walking and is mechanically restricted in the safe range to protect human 
lower-limb joints. The optimized configurations and resultant ROM of the robotic 
joints and required peak force of the actuators are summarized in Table 3-2.  
 
Figure 3-7. the results of the required peak force on both knee joint and ankle joint with different 
configurations of l1 and l2, respectively. The green dot represents the optimum point, where the 
required peak force is minimum. (b) The output force trajectories of actuators on knee (red) and ankle 
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Table 3-2. Optimized parameters of the robotic joints.  
Variable Knee Ankle 
Initial angle θ (°) 70 75 
Required range (°) φmin req.~φmax req. 0~70 -10~20 
limiting range (°) φminlim~φmaxlim 0~120 -30~40 
l1 (mm) 168 136 











2.5 Robot sensing system  
This robot implemented a suit of sensors to monitor human kinematics, muscle 
activity and interaction force. Encoders and potentiometers are installed on the 
actuator as described in Section 2.3. Rotatory potentiometers are installed on the 
robotic joint to determine the angles (Figure 3-3(c)). EMG amplifiers are integrated to 
record muscle activation patterns. We have also developed an IMU sensing system 
that can measure kinematics of both legs and human trunk.  
3. Modeling and control of the novel SEA 
3.1 Modeling of the compliant actuator 
In order to analyze the actuator performance at the output end, which produces 
linear output force, the actuator is modeled as a system consisting of translational 
elements by converting the rotary elements to equivalent translational elements. The 
actuator model for the equivalent translational motion is shown in Figure 3-8(a). In 
this model, F1 is motor input force, m1 is equivalent mass of the motor plus the 
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torsional spring coupler and the encoder. J1 refers to moment of inertia of the motor 
and the torsional spring coupler and the encoder, p is the pitch of the ball screw, m2 is 
equivalent mass of the ball screw and the gears. J2 refers to moment of inertia for the 
ball screw and the gears, k1 is considered as the equivalent translational spring 
constant of the torsional spring. kt, and k2 is spring constant of the translational spring, 
b1 and b2 are the viscous damping for motor and ball screw respectively, and F2 is 
output force. 
 
Figure 3-8. Modeling of the series elastic actuator (a) The general case. (b) model for low force range. 
(c) model for high force range.  
 
 
The physical parameters of the actuator prototype are listed in Table 3-3, where 
both the original number and the equivalent translational values are given for the 
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dynamic modeling and analysis purpose. We can see that the spring constant k1 
derived from the torsion spring is 120 times that of k2, meaning the torsional spring 
can be considered to be a rigid link when the output force is low and the actuator 
behaves like a normal SEA with the linear spring only. This can be further justified by 
the poles of the open loop system. It can be found that there are a pair of poles far 
away from the imaginary axis; and the system dynamics is dominated by a pair of 
slower poles, which are contributed by the soft spring [89]. The model of the actuator 
can then be simplified as shown in Figure 3-8(b). When the output force reaches a 
level when the linear spring is fully compressed, the actuator will behave like a SEA 
with only the torsional spring as shown the model in Figure 3-8(c). Because of the 
simplified model, we can design the actuator controllers following the same methods 
for the conventional SEAs.  
Table 3-3. Parameters of the actuator model.  
Values of the hardware parameters for 
rotational motion 
Values of the hardware parameters for 














2 2 2 /m J π p =73 kg 
Torsional spring tk =0.29 Nm/rad  
2










Pitch of the ball screw (p)=2 10-3 m p=2 10-3 m 
Rotary encoder resolution=1024 /rev Force resolution 5.6 N 
Linear potentiometer 25 mm Force resolution 0.0092 N 
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(A) Modeling for the actuator in low-force range   
Referring to Figure 3-8(b), the equation of motion according to Newton’s second 
law is given by 
 1 2 1 1 2 1 3 2 1 3 1( ) ( ) ( ) mm m x F k x x b x x b x          (3-12) 
After Laplace transformation, assuming initial conditions zero, equation (3-12) 
gives  
 21 2 1 1 2 1 3 2 1 3 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( ( ) ( )) ( )mm m s X s F s k X s X s b s X s X s b sX s          (3-13) 
We can get the system force output by applying the Hooke’s law, i.e., 
2 2 1 3( )F k x x  . To investigate the performance of force transmission from the motor 
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   (3-14) 
From equation (3-14), we can easily derive the natural frequency c  of the 








   (3-15) 
We can find that the bandwidth of the open loop system depends on the inertia 
and spring stiffness. Larger inertia or small spring stiffness decrease the natural 
frequency.  
The output impedance Z defined as the transfer function from the 3x  to the output 
force 2F  is in the uncontrolled case:  
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  (3-16) 
It is observed that at low frequencies the output impedance is ideally equal to 
zero, and goes to 2k  in the limit at high frequencies. Since the value of 2k  is chosen 
very small in the design, our actuator can achieve low intrinsic impedance.  
(B) Modeling for the actuator in the high-force range  
Referring to Figure 3-8(c), we have the following equation for high force case. 
 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 3 1
( ) ( ) mm x F k x x b x x b x         (3-17) 
In the case that the load is fixed, using the Hooke’s law )( 3112 xxkF  , we have 
the following model for the output force after Laplace transformation:  
 2 1
2
1 1 1 1
( )
( ) ( )m
F s k
F s m s b b s k

  
   (3-18) 






     (3-19) 
Compared to that in low-force range, the natural frequency in high-force range is 
hundreds times larger due to the stiffer torsion spring and smaller inertia.  
3.2 Controller design of the actuator 
(A) Controller of the actuator in low-force range 
The model of the actuator in low-force range is second order as shown in Figure 
3-8(b), and therefore the force controllers may follow the conventional methods for 
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the normal SEAs. We assume a unity feed-forward signal term and a PD controller 
with the gains pk (proportional gain) and dk  (derivative gain). Those gains are to be 
defined in the control design stage. Figure 3-9 shows the actuator in closed-loop in the 
low-force range. 
 
Figure 3-9. Control system of the actuator at low force, where Fd is the desired output force, F2 is the 
force reading on the linear spring, as well as the force feedback.  
 
 
The force control to the motor is given by 
 1 2 2( ) ( )p d d d dF k F F k F F F       (3-20) 
where dF  is the desired output force. A stable force control can be achieved by using 
the proposed PD plus feedforward control.  
Taking a Laplace transformation, the closed-loop transfer function for the low 
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  (3-21) 
The pole assignment method can be used to design the controller to have the 














  (3-22) 
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where   is the damping ratio of the closed loop.  
By combining equations (3-21) and (3-22), the following PD control gains can be 











    (3-23) 
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   (3-24) 
Hence, we can design the PD gains to achieve a sufficient large desired bandwidth 
c  comparing to that in open loop control (3-15).  
The output impedance of the closed-loop system is defined as the same as the 
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   (3-25) 
where the desired force is zero, i.e., 0dF . From this equation, the impedance at low 
frequency is ideally equal to zero but as frequency increases, in the limit the 
impedance is equal to the spring constant 2k . This property is desired to make the 
designed actuator insensitive to joint input. With active control, the actuator is 
backdrivable. For a practical application, the impedance should be as low as possible. 
This can be done by increasing the control gains or decreasing the spring constant.  
(B) Controller of the actuator in high-force range 
Similar to the low force range, the high force control is taken as a PD plus 
feedforward control as shown in Figure 3-10. 
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Figure 3-10. Control system of the actuator at high force, F2 is the force reading on the torsion spring, 
as well as the force feedback. 
 
 
The expression of the transfer function for the high force, after Laplace 
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  (3-26) 
The PD gains can be tuned to achieve a sufficient bandwidth.  
(C) Controller of the actuator in switching  
In a practical application, the desired force profile can vary between the low-force 
range and high-force range. The controller has to be able to sense the correct force 
level and switch to the corresponding controller without disturbance or impact. A 
direct switch strategy is firstly designed as shown in Figure 3-11. The controller 
switches between the low-force controller and high-force controller depending on the 
feedback force. To be specific, in low-force range, the force feedback is derived from 
the linear spring as 2 2 2 3( ) F k x x . The control output is from the PD control in the 
low-force range (3-20) When 2 240F   N, the feedback force is from the torsion 
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spring as 2 1 1 2' ( )F k x x  , and the control output switches to the PD controller output 
in the high-force range.  
 
Figure 3-11. Control system of the actuator at direct switching control. F2 and F2’ are the force 




Figure 3-12. Control system of the actuator at switching control. ω  is a weight factor, Fo is the output 
force, Fd1 and Fd2 is the desired force for the high-force and low-force controller, respectively. 
 
 
However, during actual experiment, we found the performance of the direct 
switching control was unsatisfying. Due to the dynamics of the actuator, the force 
readings on the two springs are usually different, which leads to a big jump of the 
force feedback when the controller switches. This difference deteriorates the actuator 
performance and brings impact to human limb. The performance is even worse with 
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large feedback control gain, which leads to larger force difference on the two springs 
during switching. Hence, the switching controller is modified and is shown in Figure 
3-12.  
The force feedback 
oF  switches between the two springs, i.e. 2oF F  in the low-
















   


    (3-27) 
where c  denotes the width of a band and 240 is the force threshold between the low-
force and the high-force range. The weight factor ( )oF  is continuous, and is 
illustrated in Figure 3-13.  
 
Figure 3-13. An illustration of the weight factor.  
 
 








F ω F ωF
F ωF ω F
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  
  (3-28) 
which are reference for the low- and high-force PD controllers, respectively.  
The force control to the motor is then given by 
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 1 1 2 dF u u F      (3-29) 
where 
1u  and 2u  are control output of the controller in the high-force rang and the 
low-force range, respectively.  
From equations (3-27) and (3-28), when the actuator works in the low-force range, 
1ω  . Then the reference in equation (3-28) can be written as: 1 2 'dF F , 2d dF F . In 
this condition, the output of the high-force controller 1 0u  , and the actuator works 
with only the low-force controller, which is the same as equation (3-20). Similarly, 
when the actuator works in the high-force range, 0ω   and the actuator works with 
only the high-force controller. When the actuator works within the band, 0 1ω  , 
and the control output is a mix of the control output of both controllers, which ensures 
a smooth transition between the low-force and the high-force range. The controller is 
table during the transition of the low-force and the high-force range, which is 
discussed in our related work [120].  
3.3 Experimental results of the actuator control 
(A) Experimental setup 
The force tracking control scheme was implemented in the SEA as shown in 
Figure 3-14. The actuator was mounted on a testing jig to fix its output pin. The motor 
driver is Elmo HAR12/60. The controller is the National Instruments CompactRIO 
9074 embedded control and data acquisition system. The force control algorithms are 
implemented in LabVIEW software platform, which plots the control information on 
a desktop in realtime. The sampling frequency is 2k Hz. 
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Figure 3-14. Experimental setup.   
 
 
(B) Experimental results in low-force range 
According to our design, the output force was collected from the linear spring in 
the low-force range. The desired force was sinusoid wave signal. Figure 3-15 shows 
the force tracking performance of sinusoidal signal at 2 Hz. The tracking error was 
less than 1%, indicating very high force fidelity. 
 
Figure 3-15. Low force tracking performance at 2 Hz. (a) force tracking performance, including the 
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Figure 3-16. Low force tracking performance at 10 Hz. (a) force tracking performance, including the 
actual output force and desired output force. (b) force tracking error. 
 
 
For high frequency, the output force tracking performance is illustrated by Figure 
3-16, showing the tracking control of a 10 Hz sinusoidal signal. It can be seen that the 
output tracked input without obvious phase lag and the error was around 3%. This 
indicates that the closed loop system could achieve at least a 10 Hz bandwidth, which 
is adequate for rehabilitation robotics.  
(C) Experimental results in high-force range 
The high force control is based on the measurement of the deflection of the 
torsional spring. In order to test the force tracking performance at high force range, 
we first increased the force level above 300 N and superimposed a sinusoidal 
component to it.  
Figure 3-17 shows the force tracking of a 1 Hz signal. Figure 3-18 shows the force 
tracking of a 30 Hz signal. We can see that the output tracked the input well. However, 
due to coarse force resolution, the output signal had an error of about 15 N (about 
three resolution points), which was about 5% of the amplitude. This performance was 
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acceptable considering the high force and high frequency. We believe the 
performance can be easily improved by employing encoders with higher resolution. 
 
Figure 3-17. High force tracking performance at 1 Hz. (a) force tracking performance, including the 




Figure 3-18. High force tracking performance at 30 Hz. (a) force tracking performance, including the 
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(D) Experimental results in switching control 
For switching control, we employed a sinusoid signal across low-force and high-
force range as the desired force trajectory. Figure 3-19 shows a result with direct 
switching control as described in Figure 3-11. It can be seen that the actuator achieved 
good force tracking performance in low-force range; however, there was large impact 
at the switching point. The output force was not smooth and a force error around 200 
N was observed. Besides, in this test, we had to decrease the control gain to reduce 
this impact, however, which deteriorated the performance in both low-force and high-
force range.  
 
Figure 3-19. Force control performance with direct switching at 1 Hz. (a) force tracking performance, 
including the actual output force and desired output force. (b) force tracking error. 
 
 
Figure 3-20 shows a force tracking result with the modified switching controller 
as shown in Figure 3-12. The desired trajectory was 1 Hz sinusoid signal and the band 
c=10 N. It can be seen that the controller sensed and switched at the crossover point 
without causing any problems. It can also be noted that a low force range the signal 
was very smooth, but at high force range, the measured signal zigzags. This is 
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because the force resolution at high force range is 5.6 N with the current actuator 
design. The peak force error was around 15 N, which was less than three resolution 
points in high-force range. The output force is smooth and the transition is stable.  
 
Figure 3-20. Force control performance with switching control at 1 Hz. (a) force tracking performance, 
including the actual output force and desired output force. (b) force tracking error.  
 
 
4. Experimental evaluation of the robot 
A preliminary walking experiment was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of 
this rehabilitation robot in terms of force tracking performance and physiological 
activation of lower-limb muscles. Four healthy subjects participated in the 
experiment. Their average height was 172.5±7.6 cm (mean ± standard deviation), and 
weight was 66.3±8.1 kg. Each subject gave informed consent in accordance with the 
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4.1 Experimental protocol 
The experiment consisted of walking along a corridor at 0.5 Hz gait with different 
levels of robotic assistance. Subjects were required to conduct 20 meters 
uninterrupted gaits in straight line under different conditions. Several trials serve as 
practice for the subjects to get familiar with the exoskeleton and experiment protocol. 
In the training sessions, subjects are required to perform the gait as naturally as 
possible. The experimenter will start collecting data after confirm with the subjects 
that they can walk naturally with the robotic assistance. Figure 3-21(a)-(d) shows a 
subject walking with the robot on the right leg. The accessories of the robotic system, 
including the controller and power supply, are placed on a trolley, which is pushed by 
an experimenter to follow the subject.  
 
Figure 3-21. (a)–(d) one gait cycle in the overground walking experiment with the subject wearing the 
robot.   
 
 
The experimental conditions are listed as: 
Without robot: subjects walk without wearing the robot in order to measure the 
baseline kinematics and muscle activations. 
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Zero assistive torque: subjects are equipped with the robot on the right leg. 
Subjects walk in zero-torque mode, in which the desired force is set to be zero. It is 
intended to be transparent to its user and minimize the interaction between the robot 
and the wearer. 
Force assistance: A certain percentage of the force trajectories (as described in 
Figure 3-7(b)) is provided by the robot, i.e. low assistive torque (knee 10% and ankle 
5%) and high assistive torque (knee 25% and ankle 10%). The force trajectories are 
adopted from the CGA data in Section 2.1, but normalized based on the weight of 
each subject.  
 
Figure 3-22. (a) experimental setup of the overground walking test, including the exoskeleton robot, 
IMU sensors (red circle) and EMG electrodes; (b) the location of the EMG electrodes on the right leg 
major muscles.   
 
 
In the tests, EMG activities and joint angles are measured from the assisted right 
leg. Surface EMG from four major muscles of the leg (Rectus Femoris, RF; 
Semitendinosus, SM; Tibialis Anterior, TA; Gastrocnemius Lateralis, GL; Figure 
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3-22) are collected from four bipolar electrodes using ASA-Lab (Advanced Neuro 
Technology, The Netherlands) [121]. Among these muscles, RF and SM are related to 
the knee extension and flexion, respectively. TA and GL are related to the ankle 
dorsiflexion and plantar flexion. The sampling rate is set at 2k Hz. The subject’s joint 
angular positions are recorded for the right knee (flexion/extension) and ankle 
(plantarflexion/dorsiflexion) by the potentiometer assembled in the robotic joint.  
4.2 Data analysis 
Raw EMG data derived from the experiment are processed by a band-passed filter 
(2nd order Butterworth filter, cutoff frequency of 10-550 Hz) and a band-stopped 
filter (2nd order Butterworth filter, cutoff frequency of 49-51 Hz). The linear 
envelope of the processed EMG signals is obtained by applying root mean square 
(RMS) and filtered by a 4th order Butterworth low pass filter of 5 Hz to achieve a 
better representation of the EMG signals. To remove the variability among individuals, 
the EMG signal is normalized with the maximal voluntary isometric contraction 
(MVIC) method [122]. Thus, the EMG profiles can be represented as a percentage of 
the MVIC value. The EMG profiles can be compared across the subjects and 
statistical analysis can be conducted. 
All gait data and processed EMG signals obtained from each muscle are 
segmented and normalized to the percentage of a gait cycle. A total sample of 10 
strides is taken for each condition and was interpolated in the same length to compute 
an average EMG signal.  
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4.3 Kinematic and force tracking results 
Figure 3-23 shows experimental results in the gait assistive tests to illustrate the 
performance of the robot. Force tracking performance of the robot in knee (red 
curves) and ankle joints (blue curves) and the joint angles are recorded. Here we only 
present the results with larger assistance to evaluate our robotic actuation design 
concept, and the results of two complete cycles are given in this figure. It is noticeable 
that part of the force trajectory on the knee entered into the high-force range of the 
actuator (Figure 3-23 middle row, green dashed line). The high-force range 
performance and the switch between two force ranges are involved in this test. It is  
 
Figure 3-23. An example of force and angle profiles in both knee and ankle joints within two complete 
gait cycles. The desired force trajectory (black profile) is 10% of the nominal torque on ankle joint, and 
25% of that on knee joint. Blue and red profiles represent the results of ankle and knee joints 
respectively. Green dashed line represents the switch point between low- and high-force ranges.  
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noted that in high assistive torque trials, a large support was provided only to the knee 
joint, while the support on ankle joint remained the same as in the low assistive torque 
scenario so that we could study one joint at a time 
As shown in Figure 3-23, the subject walked with a ROM of 5°~60° on the knee 
joint and -15°~15° on the ankle joint. The error of force control on the ankle joint is 
less than 4N, which is about 4% of the peak force, and on the knee joint is less than 
16.3N, about 5% of the peak force. The maximum force error in low-force range is 
15.1N, which is about 4% of the peak force. It also illustrates that the force transition 
between low- and high-force ranges is stable and fast.  
 
Figure 3-24. Averaged results of the knee and ankle joint angles of four subjects in different conditions: 
free walk (black curves), zero torque (blue curves), low assistive torque (green curves) and high 
assistive torque (red curves). The errorbar represents the standard deviation of the angles in the high 
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Figure 3-24 shows the averaged results of the knee and ankle angles of the four 
subjects in different experimental conditions. Standard deviation in the high assistive 
torque condition is also presented with errorbar. In Figure 3-24, it can be seen that the 
pattern of both the knee and ankle joint angles are similar in different conditions, 
which indicates that the subjects were able to maintain a natural gait when robotic 
assistance was provided. 
4.4 Muscle activation analysis  
Figure 3-25 illustrates experimental results of EMG profiles of four lower-limb 
muscles in different experimental conditions. The EMG profiles were normalized to 
the MVIC and averaged in four healthy subjects. The EMG profiles show overall 
decreasing of muscle activation of the four muscles with the increasing assistive 
support during the gait cycle. The decreasing is even significant with the high force 
support. Both assistance modes demonstrate a lower RMS value and peak value for 
the four muscles. In TA and RF, EMG activations in zero torque and low assistive 
torque support are larger than that of free modes. This is probably caused by the 
weight of the robot. Looking at the SM EMG profile, for both force assistance modes, 
there is approximately a gradual decrease in the peak value.  
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Figure 3-25. Averaged surface EMG profiles of four subjects for each of the four muscles in walking 
under four different conditions: free walk (black curves), zero torque (blue curves), low assistive torque 
(green curves) and high assistive torque (red curves). The errorbar represents the standard deviation of 
the EMG profiles in the high assistive condition.  
 
 
In conclusion, a significant overall reduction in muscle activity was found in the 
experiment, which demonstrates that the robot is able to provide stable assistive 
forces to the two joints during the walking action. 
5. Discussion 
In Section 3.2, force controllers for the low-force range, high-force range and 
switching are designed for the actuator. Actually, the switching controller is a general 
controller that includes all three conditions. When the force reading is outside the 
band, i.e. 1ω   or 0ω  , only force controller in the low-force range or high-force 
range works; and when the force reading is within the band, or 0 1ω  , the 
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controller can handle switching controller. Hence, this general controller can be 
implemented for the application.  
In Section 4, an overground walking experiment is conducted on two healthy 
subjects. Experimental results indicate that the robot is effective in delivering 
assistance, which can reduce the muscle activation of the subjects. However, two 
major limitations can be found in this test, as:  
First, the force tracking performance of the actuator is inferior to that in the 
actuator tests in Section 3. It is because the output pin of the actuator is fixed in the 
actuator tests. However, in the walking experiment, the output pin is connected to the 
exoskeleton, which moves with the human joints. It can be seen that with the human-
robot interaction, the force tracking performance deteriorates. Accurate force tracking 
has to be achieved to accomplish effective assistive walking. Motivated by this, we 
develop a human-robot interaction controller to provide accurate assistive force 
during walking, which will be presented in Chapter 4.  
Second, in this walking experiment, the robot provides assistance with a fixed 
force trajectory without considering the status of human gait. The subjects have to 
catch up the robot and try to synchronize with the robotic assistance. However, it is 
found that this control strategy is less efficient without human-robot synchronization. 
The robot may not be able to assist during walking, or even bring resistance. 
Motivated by this, we develop a human-robot synchronization method to provide 
synchronous assistance during overground walking, which will be presented in 
Chapter 5.  
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6. Summary 
In this chapter, we present the mechanical design and experimental evaluation of a 
compact, portable knee-ankle-foot robot aimed for stroke patients to carry out 
overground gait training at outpatient and home settings. A novel compliant SEA 
utilizes two springs in series with different stiffness to achieve back-drivability, large 
force range and low output impedance for safe human robot interaction. The 
mechanism for the joint motion was designed and optimized based on gait 
biomechanics. The actuator modeling and controller design are performed; and an 
excellent force tracking performance is achieved. Overground walking trials on 
healthy subjects demonstrated accurate force tracking performance of the robot. 
Muscle activation represented by EMG signal was reduced gradually with increased 
levels of assistance, demonstrating that the robot can provide stable and effective 
assistive forces during gait cycles.  
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In the last chapter, an assisted walk test was conducted. However, the force tracking 
performance is inferior due to the human joint motion. Physical interaction affects the 
controlled variables and may even cause system instability. Thus, human-robot 
interaction control design is critical in rehabilitation robotics research. This chapter 
presents an interaction control strategy for our gait rehabilitation robot driven by 
SEA. The control design is based on the actuator model with consideration of 
interaction dynamics. It consists mainly of human joint motion compensation and 
friction compensation, and is enhanced with a disturbance observer. Such a control 
scheme enables the robot to achieve low output impedance when operating in human-
in-charge mode and achieve accurate force tracking when operating in assistive force 
control mode. A theoretical proof is provided to show the guaranteed stability of the 
close-loop system under the proposed controller. The proposed design is verified with 
an ankle robot in walking experiments.  
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1. Introduction  
Rehabilitation robots must handle intentional physical interaction as well as 
unexpected interaction forces. Human-robot interaction control is important for two 
basic operation modes: human-in-charge mode and assistive force control mode, as 
discussed in Chapter 2. In the human-in-charge mode or zero force control, the robot 
should be able to follow the human movement with minimal interaction force; this is 
also characterized as low output impedance or transparency. In the assistive force 
control mode, the robot should be able to provide accurate force/torque to human 
limbs as needed; this is also defined as the force tracking performance. In both control 
modes, it is very important to guarantee the safety of the human-robot interaction; this 
is also called the stability of the human-robot interaction.  
Many control approaches have been proposed for SEAs [84, 86, 87, 90, 93-95, 
123-125]. The basic requirement in these controller designs is that the actuator can 
generate the force as desired. For example, in [87, 93, 95, 123], pure PID control is 
used to produce a desired output force; in [86], PD plus feedforward control is used to 
improve the dynamical performance for a class of SEAs. Human-robot interaction 
control may be achieved by impedance control, which may be referred to as dynamic 
stiffness control. Low output impedance reduces interaction forces due to disturbance 
forces and unmodeled dynamics, providing both safety and comfort for the human 
interacting with the robot. In [90, 124-127], a type of cascaded control is presented to 
ensure low impedance in human-robot interaction where a PI torque control is used in 
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the outer loop, while a PI velocity control is used in the inner loop. It should be noted 
in [94] that the impedance control is also implemented by using cascaded control 
where the outer loop is an impedance control. In [84], a modified PID with 
feedforward term and human joint compensator is designed to generate desired force 
and low impedance.  
Another requirement for human-robot interaction as stated above is that the 
control of a robot interacting with human must be stable in the presence of unmodeled 
human dynamics. Control theory has offered several tools to design stable controllers 
with the ability to deal with unknown or poorly characterized interference [127]. For 
example, using a disturbance rejection approach, some uncertain dynamics in the 
human-robot interaction could be included as disturbance forces; in this case, the 
disturbance observer can be used to handle the uncertainty. The authors in [35] 
assumed that the disturbance is constant and designed a disturbance observer to reject 
the modeling error. In [36], the authors used a feedback plus feedforward force 
control which was enhanced by a disturbance observer to compensate for plant 
variations, where feedback and feedforward controls were optimally designed. By 
using adaptive control theory, the authors in [128] proposed an impedance control 
scheme to adapt the robotic assistance according to the disability level. However, the 
stability analysis was not discussed in these papers. In [37], the authors developed a 
null-space impedance control with a disturbance observer, and stability was discussed 
in the paper. Unfortunately, the result was based on an n-link robot manipulator and a 
compliant actuator was not involved in their paper. 
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In this chapter, we present a human-robot interaction control approach for a 
rehabilitation robot driven by a SEA. The goal of this controller is to achieve accurate 
and stable human robot interaction. First, the robot dynamic model with human 
motion information is established with consideration of nonlinear friction. Second, a 
controller based on the friction and human motion compensations, which are 
enhanced by a disturbance observer, is designed, where the acceleration of the 
assistive robot is required for feedback in the controller. Third, since the acceleration 
is difficult to obtain in a practical system, the proposed controller is further modified 
by introducing an auxiliary variable to remove this requirement. A theoretical proof 
shows that stability of the closed-loop system is guaranteed. Finally, experimental 
results are provided to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method.  
The main contribution of this work is that the proposed control method has the 
following improvements over those methods presented in [35-37]: 1) the nonlinear 
friction in the actuation system is compensated for. This can help improve 
transparency of the assistive robot which interacts with the human; 2) the assumption 
in [35] that the modeling error and disturbance are constant is removed. This 
assumption imposes a strict restriction, limiting the scope of applications; 3) the 
modified disturbance observer does not use acceleration information. As stated in 
Section 3, requiring the acceleration has some disadvantages; 4) the rigorous 
mathematical proof is given to show the stability of the closed-loop system, while this 
issue is not addressed in [35-37].  
This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2, the modeling of the actuator is 
given. In Section 3, we describe the design of the human-robot interaction controller 
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and stability analysis. Section 4 gives experimental results. A summary is given in 
Section 5. 
2. SEA modeling 
 
Figure 4-1. Outline of the dynamics of the actuator.  
 
The physical model of the SEA interacting with the human body is as shown in 
Figure 4-1. To be noted, this research is based on the conventional model of the SEA, 
which consists of only one spring. This also applicable to our novel SEA design with 
its simplified model as illustrated in Chapter 3. The output carriage of the actuator is 
driven by human body motion. Since the actuator outputs linear motion, all the 
components are transformed into translational elements. The mathematical equation is 
given by 
 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2( ) ( )s lm x F k x x b x x f        (4-1) 
where 1m  is equivalent mass of the motor, 1x  is the motor displacement, F1 is the 
force input from the motor, 2x  is the human joint displacement, sk  is the spring 
constant, 1b  is the damping in the mechanism. The parameters of the actuator are 
listed in Table 4-1. lf  is the friction caused by the motor and ball screw. In general, 
the friction force lf  is nonlinear and is modeled in the form [129]  
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where 1μ  is the coefficient of the Coulomb friction, 1sf  is the coefficient of the 
Stribeck friction, and b is the coefficient of the viscous damping. sx  is characteristic 
velocity of the Stribeck friction [129]. 
The output force in the spring 2F  , as well as the force feedback, is a function of 
two variables: the motor displacement 1x  and the joint position 2x . By applying the 
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         (4-3) 
Table 4-1. Parameters of the actuator 
Symbol Quantity value of the hardware parameters 
1m  equivalent mass of motor 127.4 kg
 
sk  spring constant 
324 10  N/m  
p  pitch of the ball screw in the actuator 2 mm 
M total weight of the actuator 0.84 kg 
 
Since the actuator produces linear output force and motion, the rotatory components of 
the actuator are converted into translational elements, and the parameters in the table are 




Remark. As indicated in [36, 86], the friction reduction will help enhance the 
performance of the system by reducing the output impedance. The friction 
compensation depends on the dynamical model. Existing actuation models use simple 
friction forms such as viscous friction [36, 86, 87]. Here, we adopt a nonlinear form 
[129] which includes Coulomb plus viscous friction together with Stribeck friction. 
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Thus, the present actuation model can reflect the actual actuation behavior more 
precisely. In addition, the variable 1x  is the rate of change of the position found by 
differentiating the position signal, which is obtained from the encoder and filtered 
with a first-order low pass filter with the cut-off frequency of 50Hz.   
3. Human-robot interaction controller  
In this section, a human-robot interaction controller is proposed based on the 
modeling of the actuator. The control objectives include: 1) force tracking control, 
i.e., following the desired force trajectory as closely as possible; 2) ensuring stability 
and safety when the human motion is involved.  
In the force equation (4-3), it should be noted that the human motion is reflected 





1 1( sgn( ) sgn( )) /
sx x
s s ek x f x m
 . To design a controller of human-robot 
interaction, we have to handle these terms. The proposed controller should have the 
following terms: 
 1 h f d fbF u u u u       (4-4) 
where hu  is to compensate for the effect of the human motion, fu  is to compensate 
for the effect of the friction force, du  is to remove the disturbance and fbu  is to 
design the feedback control. Substituting the controller (4-4) into (4-3) yields 
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3.1 Compensation of the human joint motion 
Ideally, in order to minimize the resistance force when the human motion is 
initiated, the control hu  should be designed such that the closed-loop system of the 





u k x x
m m
      (4-6) 
From the above analysis, the control hu  should be designed as follows 











  (4-7) 
Unfortunately, the term 2x  is obtained from the differentiation of the human joint 
displacement 2x , which may be very noisy. Following the design of [35], a filter is 











U k s ss sX




  (4-8) 
where s is a complex variable, Uh(s) and X2(s) are the Laplace transformations of hu  
and 2x , respectively, and NT  is a sufficiently small time constant (readers may refer 
to [35] for the selection of NT ). 
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3.2  Compensation of the friction force 
The friction force increases the impedance of the actuator. Ideally, the designed 
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Considering that 1x  may contain some noise, the gain should be selected to be 
small in application.  
3.3 Disturbance observer implementation  
Since the compensation of the human motion and friction is not perfect, the 
system has an error, which is regarded as a disturbance after the compensation, i.e., 
 2 2 2
1 1 1
1( )s sd fb
k k b






        (4-11) 
where d is the system disturbance. To reduce the sensitivity of the control 
performance to disturbance, a disturbance observer is designed. Figure 4-2 shows the 
block diagram of the control system, which employs an estimate of the actual 
disturbance, deduced from a disturbance observer, to handle the disturbance, where dˆ  
represents the estimated disturbance, P  is the actual system model, nP  is the nominal 
model without the disturbance. From equation (4-11), it follows: 
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   (4-12) 
where we use the frequency domain to represent system. The disturbance observer 
incorporates the inverse of the system model, and thus a low pass filter is necessary to 










   (4-13) 
where the parameters 1  and 2  have to be tuned so that the disturbance suppression 











   (4-14) 
 
Figure 4-2. Diagram of control system with disturbance observer.  
 
 
3.4 Force feedback control 
For the force feedback control, we have to ensure that the controller can generate 
accurate output force following the desired force profile. 
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Define the force error 2de F F  . The equation (4-11) is rewritten as 
 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
s s s s
d d d fb d
k k k kb b
e F F F u e e u d




           (4-15) 
Let : [ , ]Te ee . The above equation can be written as a compact form 
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  . The following feedback control is given by 
 1 1fb d d d
s s
b b m
u F F F K
k k

    e    (4-18) 
where K  is the feedback gain. 
3.5 Modified nonlinear observer interaction control 
A disadvantage of the disturbance observer proposed above is that the acceleration 
must be measured or obtained by differentiating the position measurements. In a 
practical situation, an accurate accelerometer is not available in many robotic 
applications. Using a second derivative of the position measurements may bring a 
large noise into the system. To solve this problem, we define the auxiliary variable 
[130] 
 
ˆz d w     (4-19) 
where the variable w  is determined by 
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   (4-20) 
where L  is the observer gain. Based on the auxiliary variable, we propose the 
following nonlinear controller 
 1 1 1
1
ˆeh f d d d
s s s
b b m m
F u u F F F K d
k k k

          (4-21) 
where the terms hu  and fu  are the same as in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. 
By introducing the force error e and variable vector e as in Section 3.4, equation 
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where A and B are the same as in (4-17). Substituting the controller (4-21) into the 
above system yields 
 1 1ˆ( )
s s
m m
A B K d d
k k
   e e e    (4-23) 
where the feedback control gain K is chosen as 
 1 TK B P     (4-24) 
where   is a constant and the matrix P is given by the following equation 
 1 0T TA P PA PBB P Q       (4-25) 
where Q should be positive definite matrix which is selected by users. The criterion of 
the selection is that the larger Q is selected, the smaller the tracking error can be 
achieved.  
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The auxiliary variable z is obtained from the following equation 
 1 10 2 2
1 1 1
( ) eTs s
s
k k b b m
z Lz L u F F w PB
m m m k

          (4-26) 
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3.6 Stability analysis 
Consider the Lyapunov function 
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The derivative of the estimated disturbance dˆ  is given by 
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The disturbance is assumed to be slowly varying, i.e., d  with  being a 
constant. Thus, it follows that 
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   (4-31) 
where we have used the fact that 
2 1 22 | |d Ld L  .  
Equation (4-31) follows 
1 2 1 2( ) || ||TminV Q PBB P L













   (4-32) 
We can also infer from equation (4-31) that 
2 1 2V Ld L   , which gives 
 d
L
     (4-33) 
Therefore, this demonstrates that the state e and d  are ultimately uniformly 
bounded (UUB) [131], which means the state e and d  will converge to a pre-
determined set whose size can be chosen to be small by selecting appropriate 
parameters Q and L. 
Remark 3.1. If the disturbance d is constant, i.e., 0d  , it is well known from the 
above analysis that 0V  . This implies that || || 0e . This also implies that the 
tracking error e can converge to zero and the controller can reject the constant 
disturbance. 
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Remark 3.2. The state e can be made small by selecting a large value of L or 
control gain K, while the disturbance estimation error d  can be made small by 
selecting a large value of L. By combining the control designs hu  and fu , the 
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      (4-35) 
which implies that the output impedance of the actuator is very low. In addition, 
0d   implies that the proposed controller is capable of cancelling the disturbance, 
and 0e  implies that the proposed controller can generate the desired output force. 
4. Experimental results 
In this section, the proposed control is applied to the ankle module of the 
exoskeleton as shown in Figure 4-3. The result can be extended to the knee module 
without much difficulty. The controller is the NI CompactRIO 9074 programmable 
automation controller that is an advanced embedded control and data acquisition 
system. The sampling period chosen for our test is 0.5ms. 
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Figure 4-3. Experimental set-up.  
 
 
4.1 System identification 
For the control application, it is necessary to identify the model of the compliant 
actuator. From the analysis of Section 3, it is known that the model structure is a 
second-order linear model. Thus, a system identification tool is used to identify 
parameters of the models [132]. The input signal for the test is a square wave with a 
frequency of 1Hz (Figure 4-4(a)), which is around the working frequency. The 
Coulomb friction can be estimated by checking whether the force commences for a 
given a small amount of input signal; if it does not have, i.e., it is still zero, we have to 
increase the input signal until the force occurs. It is observed that the output force 
commences when the input signal is 850. Thus, the coefficient of the Coulomb 
friction is 850. The Stribeck speed sx  depends on lubrication and material properties, 
and is usually determined empirically. Usually, it ranges from 0.00001 to 0.1 m/s. In 
our motor, it is 0.1 m/s. The nonlinear model obtained is given by 
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where the parameters of the frictional model are obtained by using a similar method 
as shown in [130].  
 
Figure 4-4. Model validation: (a) input signal; (b) blue curve represents actual signal; green curve 
represents model output.  
 
 
The comparison of the simulated output and the actual measured output is shown 
in Figure 4-4(b). One complete cycle is included in the result. As observed, the model 
output is close to the measured actual output force, and the estimated model is 
acceptable.  
For designing the controller (4-21), the feedback control is determined by 







. The feedback control gain is  37.6854 3.8751K  . In the 
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4.2 Interaction torque and stability test 
For the interaction torque and stability test scenario, the joint motion is excited by 
human. This is to move the joint close to a sine wave and measure the interaction 
forces at different frequencies while the desired force is set as zero. Concerning 
human gait, the testing frequency is less than 2 Hz.  
Figure 4-5 to Figure 4-7 show the interaction torques and joint motions from slow 
speed to fast speed. The measured output torques in Figure 4-5 to Figure 4-7 show 
good performance of the proposed controller. At a low frequency, the interaction 
torque is near zero with minor peaks of about 0.12 Nm. As the frequency of the 
excitation is increased, the interaction torque is still oscillating with the height of the 
peaks below 0.6 Nm. It is observed that at all frequencies the human-robot control 
system is stable.  
 
Figure 4-5. Stability tests using the proposed controller (frequency is about 0.7Hz). (a) Torque (Nm). 
(b) Joint motion (deg). 
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Figure 4-6. Stability tests using the proposed controller (frequency is about 1.2Hz). (a)Torque (Nm). (b) 
Joint motion (deg). 
 
 
Figure 4-7. Stability tests using the proposed controller (frequency is about 1.6Hz). (a) Torque (Nm). 
(b) Joint motion (deg). 
 
 
If we use the same PD controller without the compensation and disturbance 
observer, the result is shown in Figure 4-8and Figure 4-9. It is observed that at very 
low frequency the system is stable and the interaction torque is near zero. However, 
when increasing the frequency the phenomenon of unstable oscillation is observed 
from the second cycle as shown in Figure 4-9. This demonstrates that the stability 
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issue may arise when applying a traditional PD control to the human-robot interaction 
environment.  
 









The result with no control, i.e. with motor power off, is shown in Figure 4-10 and 
Figure 4-11. It demonstrates that the robot is backdrivable even with no power; 
however, the resistive interaction torque is large compared to the results with control. 
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At low frequency, the measured interaction torque is about 3 Nm; and at higher 
frequency, the interaction torque is as larger as 7 Nm. It can be seen that the 
interaction torque with the proposed controller is less than 1/30 of that with no 
control. The results indicate that the proposed controller is stable and effective in 
reducing the output impedance and improving the transparency of the robot.  
 





Figure 4-11. Tests with motor turned off (frequency is about 1.2 Hz). (a) Torque (Nm). (b) Joint 
motion (deg).  
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Moreover, it is interesting to observe the effect of the friction compensation. In 
this scenario, only friction compensation is implemented without feedback control. 
The results can be compared with that when the motor is turned off (results in Figure 
4-10 and Figure 4-11). Figure 4-12 shows the result of the simple friction 
compensation (without Stribeck friction), while Figure 4-13 shows the performance of 
 




Figure 4-13. Tests with the proposed friction compensation. (a) Torque (Nm). (b) Joint motion 
(deg). 
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the proposed friction compensation. With the simple friction compensation, the peak 
interaction torque was about 4 Nm; while with Stribeck friction model, the peak 
interaction torque was reduced and was less than 2.5 Nm. It is observed that the 
friction compensation can improve the performance of the designed exoskeleton, 
especially in use of our proposed friction compensation with Stribeck model. 
4.3 Human walking test 
To verify the performance of the proposed controller, the ankle robot was attached 
to ankle joint of human subjects. During the testing, the movements of the ankle joint 
may be different in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed human-
robot control.  
(A) Human-in-charge control 
To test this control mode, healthy subjects wore the exoskeleton and walked in 
overground gait to measure the zero force control. It is desired that the subject does 
not feel any resistance from the robot, which means the robot is transparent to the 
human subject.  
This control scheme is tested in three male subjects (personal data is shown in 
Table 4-2). Figure 4-14 to Figure 4-16 show the control results of the human-in-
charge mode. The red circle denotes the start of a gait cycle, which is the initial 
contact of the right foot. The interaction torques are less than 0.5 Nm during the 
whole walking motion, which is small that it could not be felt by the subject. The 
interaction torque peaks at the stance phase. This may be caused by the impact when 
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foot contacts the ground at heel strike, introducing sharp signals during the interaction 
control. However, it is also observed from the figure that even in this situation the 
controlled human-robot system is still stable and the gait pattern is normal. This 
further verifies our theoretical analysis.  
 
Figure 4-14. Human-in-charge control (subject1). (a) Output torque (Nm). (b) Joint motion (deg). The 




Figure 4-15. Human-in-charge control (subject2). (a) Output torque (Nm). (b) Joint motion (deg). The 
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Figure 4-16. Human-in-charge control (subject3). (a) Output torque (Nm). (b) Joint motion (deg). The 
red circle denotes the start of a gait cycle, which is the initial contact of the right foot.  
 
 
Table 4-2. Personal data 
Parameters Subject 1 Subject2 Subject3 
Height (cm) 167 cm 176 cm 182 cm 





(B) Assistive force control 
In this test scenario, the human-robot interaction enters assistive control mode and 
the robot provides torque tracking control to the human motions. For the purpose of 
testing, sinusoidal force signals are used as desired torque trajectories. Advanced 
control strategies should be implemented to determine the assistive torque in real 
rehabilitation application.  
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Figure 4-17. Assistive control (Case-1). (a) Output torque (Nm). (b) Torque tracking error (Nm). (c) 
Joint motion (deg).  
 
 
Case-1. In this case, the subject was asked to follow the torque generated by the 
ankle robot to do motions naturally. Using the proposed control law (4-21), we tested 
the system performance at a frequency of 1 Hz. Figure 4-17 shows the control results, 
where the top figure is the output torque response, the middle figure is the torque 
tracking error, and the bottom one is the joint motions. It is observed that the 
maximum tracking error is 0.3 Nm. 
Case-2. In this case, the subject was asked to stand there and resist the output 
torque. The control results are shown in Figure 4-18, where the top figure is the 
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output torque, the middle figure is the torque tracking error and the bottom one is the 
joint angle motions. The maximum tracking error is less than  0.2 Nm.  
 
Figure 4-18. Assistive force control (Case-2). (a) Output torque (Nm). (b) Torque tracking error (Nm). 
(c) Joint motion (deg). 
 
 
We use two cases to show the performance of the assistive force control: in one 
the subject follows the robot motions and in the other the subject stands there and 
blocks the robot motions. The torque tracking performance in the second case is better 
than that of the first case. The reason is that in the second case the subject interacts 
less with the robot, thereby introducing less disturbance to the robot control. Both 
trials demonstrate that our robot is capable of providing an accurate assistive torque to 
human joint.  
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5. Summary 
We have presented a new controller for human-robot interaction control for a 
rehabilitation robot with a SEA. By combining joint motion compensation, friction 
compensation, a disturbance observer and feedback control, our control can 
implement human-robot interaction control ranging from human-in-charge mode to 
assistive mode. Theoretical analysis for the proposed controller has proven that it can 
guarantee the stability of the human-robot interaction. Experimental results have 
confirmed that the proposed controller can achieve stable force control with good 
performance in different modes for the rehabilitation ankle robot. Without much 
difficulty, the proposed controller can also be used in the knee module and any other 
rehabilitation robot with SEAs.  
As discussed in Chapter 3, this controller is developed to provide accurate torque 
with joint-level motion of human. In the next stage, we will implement the controller 
in the complete robot for gait training for stroke patients.  
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Chapter 5. Gait-Event-Based Synchronization Method via a Bio-Inspired 
Adaptive Oscillator 
 
In the field of gait rehabilitation robotics, human–robot synchronization is required to 
provide safe and effective assistance. In this chapter, a novel human–robot 
synchronization method using gait event information is proposed. This method 
includes two steps. Firstly, seven gait events in one gait cycle are detected in real time 
with a HMM; secondly, an adaptive oscillator is utilized to estimate the strider 
percentage of human gait using any one of the gait events. Synchronous reference 
trajectories for the robot are then generated with the estimated stride percentage. This 
adaptive oscillator is a mathematical tool, which was first proposed to explain the 
phenomenon of synchronous flashing among fireflies. The proposed synchronization 
method is implemented in a portable knee-ankle-foot robot and tested on 15 healthy 
subjects. This method has the advantages of simple structure, flexible selection of gait 
events and fast adaptation. Gait event is the only information needed, and hence the 
performance of synchronization holds when an abnormal gait pattern is involved. The 
results of the experiments reveal that our approach is efficient in achieving human–
robot synchronization and feasible for rehabilitation robotics application.  
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1. Introduction 
In the field of gait rehabilitation robotics, the synchronization between the motion 
of the robots and the actual human gait is very important. For example, in impedance-
control-based strategies as discussed in Chapter 2, the robotic assistance is specified 
based on the deviation of the actual position of the lower-limb joints from the 
reference trajectories of the robots [17, 25, 42, 108]. The common concern in these 
strategies is that if the robot trajectory is not synchronized with the human gait, the 
robot may resist the human walking, and may even cause injury [111, 112]. 
Asynchronous assistance is particularly dangerous in robotic systems without body 
weight support, which may lead to falling [22]. In strategies that are not based on 
reference trajectories, synchronization is required to ensure timing accuracy. For 
example, in gait training aided by functional electrical stimulation (FES, which is a 
technology to stimulate muscle contraction through electric current applied to the 
muscles), FES must be triggered at the correct time in order to accomplish a normal 
gait pattern and safe walking [133, 134].  
Motivated by the need for human–robot synchronization, researchers have 
developed various control strategies. Jezernik et al. developed an adaptation algorithm 
on Lokomat that can synchronize the robot trajectories with the human joints by 
minimizing the human–machine interaction torque [135]. In this method, the 
interaction force is responsible for both power transmission and human intention 
estimation, which may cause resonance between human and robot, and limited 
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applicability for more severe patients [136, 137]. Aoyagi et al. developed an 
algorithm on POGO and PAM that can adjust the replay timing of the reference 
trajectories according to a state, which is an 18-dimensional vector of position and 
velocity signals of the robot and human joints [112]. This algorithm is effective in 
synchronizing the user's gait and their own recorded gait trajectories; however, the 
applicability for synchronization between normal gait references and subjects or 
patients with abnormal gait patterns is not ensured [138]. Besides, the position and 
velocity signals from nine degrees-of-freedom are required, which requires a large 
amount of sensing and signal processing.  
More recently, various adaptive oscillators have been implemented in 
rehabilitation robotics in order to provide synchronous assistance [137-145]. Adaptive 
oscillators as a type of mathematical tool can synchronize with an external periodic 
signal and extract the frequency or/and phase information. Complex sensing or 
complicated adaptation rules are not required to achieve synchronization. Ronnsse et 
al. implemented an adaptive oscillator in the upper-limb exoskeleton NEUROExos to 
provide sinusoidal assistance in cyclical elbow flexion/extension movements [138, 
139]; and Gams et al. employed a different adaptive oscillator in a knee robot to 
provide sinusoidal support in squatting motions [140]. In order to generate non-
sinusoidal trajectories for gait training, several adaptive oscillators need to be 
implemented [140-142]. The methods have been used in LOPES for walking 
assistance for hip joints [137], and in ALEX II to provide hip support during treadmill 
training [145]. To summarize, the existing oscillator-based algorithms are effective in 
synchronizing the robot with arbitrary periodic input trajectory (human gait trajectory); 
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however, these methods are limited in the following aspects. Firstly, several 
oscillators are needed for the generation of a non-sinusoid gait trajectory, which is 
relatively computationally expensive (as reported in [137], six adaptive oscillators are 
employed to generate the trajectory for the hip). Secondly, the adaptation to achieve 
synchronization is relatively slow (for example in [137], it takes around ten cycles to 
achieve synchronization) and the overall system may diverge if the gain of the input 
trajectory is set to be large to achieve faster adaptation. Thirdly, the current methods 
focus on reconstructing the waveform of the input gait trajectories. However, for the 
purposes of gait rehabilitation, it is more important to provide a normal reference 
trajectory that is synchronous with the abnormal gait of the patients. For example, the 
method in [145] employs the aforementioned adaptive oscillator to estimate the 
frequency of the gait, and estimates the stride percentage collaborating with a foot 
pressure sensor. Then a reference torque trajectory for the robot is generated using a 
lookup table (LUT) according to the current stride percentage.  
The phenomenon of synchronization can be found in the biological world. For 
example, a specific species of firefly, Pteroptyx malaccae, can achieve both frequency 
and phase synchronization in flashing, and their synchronization mechanism is 
modeled by an adaptive oscillator [146]. The oscillator will alter its frequency based 
on its phase difference from the stimulus (other firefly’s flash) and eventually achieve 
synchronization. In this chapter, we adopt this adaptive oscillator into gait 
rehabilitation robotics to achieve human–robot synchronization. The adaptive 
oscillator represents the estimated gait percentage and the actual gait event during 
walking is regarded as the external impulsive stimulus. The phase difference of the 
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estimated gait percentage and the detected gait event will drive the frequency 
adaptation of the oscillator, and eventually the gait percentage can be accurately 
estimated. In the proposed method, wearable inertia measurement unit (IMU) sensors 
are utilized to measure the gait pattern and the seven gait events are detected in real 
time with a hidden Markov model (HMM). The adaptive oscillator is employed to 
extract the percentage of the human stride based on the gait events. Any one of the 
seven gait events is adequate for synchronization; and two or more gait events in one 
gait cycle is beneficial for faster adaptation. The synchronous reference trajectories of 
the robot are generated with a LUT according to the estimated gait percentage. The 
oscillator-based synchronization strategy is implemented in a portable knee-ankle-foot 
robot and an assistive walking protocol is designed. Experiments on 15 healthy 
subjects are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed method.  
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the 
synchronization method, including gait-event detection, development of the adaptive 
oscillator, and assistive controller. Section 3 presents the experimental protocol. 
Section 4 gives the experimental results in different conditions. Section 5 is the 
discussion and this chapter ends with a summary in section 6.  
2. Methodology 
Gait describes the pattern of human walking. A gait cycle can be subdivided into 
seven gait phases, including loading response (LR), mid-stance (MSt), terminal stance 
(TSt), pre-swing (PSw), initial swing (ISw), mid-swing (MSw) and terminal swing 
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(TSw) (Figure 5-1) [147]. The beginning of each gait phase is denoted as a gait event. 
Thus, correspondingly, there are seven gait events: initial contact (IC), opposite toe 
off (OT), heel rise (HR), opposite initial contact (OI), toe off (TO), feet adjacent (FA) 
and tibia vertical (TV) [147]. This classification is based on the three fundamental gait 
tasks, which are weight acceptance, single limb support, and swing limb advancement 
[148]. The sequential occurrences of these gait events represent the transition of the 
gait phases, which propels the human body forward. Gait events follow a specific 
sequence and occur at specific periods within a gait cycle during normal overground 
walking [147, 149, 150].   
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The process of the gait-event-based synchronization method is illustrated in 
Figure 5-2. This method aims to generate a synchronous reference trajectory for the 
robot by estimating the stride percentage of the human gait based on the gait event 
information. The method can be divided into two steps: gait-event detection with a 
HMM and stride percentage estimation with an adaptive oscillator for synchronization. 
Then, a synchronously assistive walking control method is implemented in a 
rehabilitation robot.  
 
Figure 5-2. Flowchart of the gait-event-based synchronization method using an adaptive oscillator. 
The gait event of IC as an example is utilized for synchronization, which is described with a pulse 
signal. Both the frequency and the phase of the adaptive oscillator synchronize with the human gait 
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2.1 Gait events detection using HMM 
In this section, the real-time gait event detection method is introduced. We have 
developed a HMM-based algorithm to detect the seven gait phases during overground 
walking; the gait events are then detected with the transitions of the gait phases [151].  
IMU sensors, which are electronic devices combining accelerometer, gyroscope 
and magnetometer, are employed to collect the kinematics of the gait (Figure 5-3). 
Here it is defined as 
 [ , , , , , ]t R R L L Rknee Rshank      z    (5-1) 
where tz  is a six-dimensional vector denoting the observation features of the HMM at 
time t; R , L are the angular rates of both feet and R , L  are their first-order 
derivatives; and Rknee  and Rshank  are the angles of the right knee and the right shank, 
respectively. These selected features are capable of representing the gait phases.  
   
Figure 5-3. IMU sensor system, which is utilized to detect the gait phases and collect kinematics 
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A HMM with seven states corresponding to seven gait phases is built as   
 { , , , , , , }S LR MSt Tst PSw ISw MSw TSw    (5-2) 
To implement the HMM for gait-event detection, three steps need to be carried out 
consecutively, including initialization, training and decoding. HMM is defined as a 
statistical Markov model in which its unobservable state sequence 1 2... Tq q q q  can be 
estimated through an observation sequence 1 2... TZ  z z z , where T is the length of the 
observation sequence [152]. An HMM can be described by a 5-tuple ( , , , , )tS A Bz , 
where 1 2{ , ,..., }NS s s s  is a set of the N hidden states;   is the prior state probability 
vector 0{ | [ ], 1,..., }i i iP q s i N      ; A is the state transition probability 
distribution matrix 1{ | [ | ], , 1,..., }ij ij t i t jA a a P q s q s i j N     ; and B is the 
observation probability distribution matrix { ( ) | ( ) [ | ],i t i t t t iB b b P q s  z z z  
1,..., }i N .  
For HMM initialization and training, subjects or patients are required to conduct 
walking trials for the collection of the observation feature data. The benchmark seven 
phases are firstly annotated based on an adaptive threshold method [151]. With the 
observation data and gait phases, the parameter set of HMM ( , , )A B   can be 
initialized. The initialization is based on the statistical results of the duration of each 
gait phases and the sequence of their transition. The HMM   is further trained using 
the Baum–Welch algorithm for better performance [152]. The initialization and 
training sessions are done using MATLAB and can be completed in a few minutes 
[151, 152].  
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With the derived HMM, the most likely gait phase during overground walking is 
decoded using the Viterbi Algorithm [152]. However, implementation of this method 
in a conventional way is unsuitable for online application since the instant state has to 
be detected in real time without the successive observation input. Besides, the Viterbi 
has to be conducted in every cycle with the observation sequence starting from the 
beginning. The length of the observation, thus, increases after each cycle, which 
eventually leads to a huge observation sequence that is slow to process. In our 
application, an online Viterbi algorithm with a moving window is implemented, 
which is similar to the method in [153, 154]. The procedure is described with pseudo-
code in Table 5-1. Specifically, an observation sequence with 300 observations is 
employed for decoding, which is a sequence combining the current observation tz  and 
prior history observations. Considering that the sampling frequency of the IMU 
system is 100 Hz, this observation window lasts for 3 seconds, which is long enough 
for detection. The first state of the decoded path is then regarded as the current gait 
phase. The occurrences of the gait events are then detected in the transitions of the 
gait phases.  
The effectiveness of the HMM-based gait phase detection has been validated with 
experiments of healthy subjects and dementia patients in our previous work [151]. 
High accuracy and small time delay in the detection have been achieved for normal 
and pathological gaits. A general HMM can be established for different subjects; and 
HMM can be tailored for each individual for better detection. This algorithm has also 
been tested with robot-aided walking experiments, in which subjects wear our 
exoskeleton robot on the right leg. Experimental results demonstrate that the seven 
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gait phases can be detected robustly, which is applicable for gait rehabilitation 
robotics. 
Table 5-1. Online state decoding algorithm 
Online Viterbi 
1: for 1,...,7i  do  
2: 
11 ,
( ) i i zi b    
3: end for 
4: for 2 300n   do  
5: for 1 7j  do  
6: 1 ,
1 7
( ) max( ( ) )
nn n ij j zi
j i a b  
 
    
7: end for 
8: end for 
9: return 300
1 7






where i and j is the gait phase,  is a variable denoting likelihood; 
q represents the decoded gait phase.  
 
 
2.2 Adaptive oscillator implementation  
As adopted from [146], a self-sustained oscillator is built to estimate the 
percentage of stride (stride %):  
 /d dt      (5-3) 
where 1  is the phase angle of the oscillator and the set 1  denotes the unit circle, 
t is time, and   is the time-dependent variable frequency of the oscillator. The 
phase angle   varies between 0 and 2 , and grows uniformly within one cycle 
(Figure 5-2). The stride percentage is then derived as 
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 100
2
stride %  


   (5-4) 
Considering that one of the seven gait events is utilized for synchronization, the 
occurrence of the gait event can be described with a periodic Dirac delta function 
( / )t  , where   is the period of the gait cycle. In order to achieve synchronization, 
the oscillator will adapt its frequency based on the incoming gait event as  
 / ( ) ( / ) ( , )d dt t P G               (5-5) 
where   denotes the adaptation rate of the oscillator frequency returning to the 
human gait frequency,   is the frequency of the gait cycle and 2 /   , P is a 
positive value that is related to the amount of the frequency change,   is the phase 
difference between the adaptive oscillator and the actual gait, ( )mod(2 )     , 
where   is the predefined phase of the gait event, and ( , )G    is employed to vary 
the frequency according to the detected gait event, which is specified as   
 min max( , ) ( )( ) ( )( )G g g
                  (5-6) 
where min max,  are the allowed minimum and maximum frequencies, and ( )g
   
and ( )g   are defined as 
 
1
( ) max( sin( ),0)
2
1












   (5-7) 
The phase response curve ( , ) G  is illustrated with Figure 5-4. In the above 
model, when 0     , i.e. the oscillator is leading the gait event, the oscillator 
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frequency will be decreased. Conversely, when 2     , i.e. the oscillator is 
lagging behind the gait event, the frequency will be increased.  
 
Figure 5-4. Phase response curve (PRC) ( , ) G , with example of 0.7  , min 0.2  , max 2  . 
 
 
The period of the gait is estimated by using the duration between two successive 
gait events: 
 12 / N Nt t         (5-8) 
where Nt  and 1Nt  represent the time of the Nth and (N–1)th occurrences of the gait 
event.  
In our application, there are m ( 1,2,...,7m  ) gait events in one gait cycle which 









d dt t P G


     
 
      
   (5-9) 
where ( / )nt   is the periodic Dirac delta function denoting the nth ( 1,2,...,n m ) 
gait-event occurrence, and n  is the phase difference between the adaptive oscillator 
and the nth gait event, ( )mod(2 )n n     , where n  is the predefined phase of 
the nth gait event. With the modified adaptive oscillator, more gait events in one gait 
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cycle can be used to detect the phase difference between the oscillator and the actual 
gait, and thus synchronization can be achieved faster.  
The period of the gait is estimated by using the duration between two successive 



















represent the time of the Nth and (N–1)th occurrences of the nth 
gait event.  
The stability of the adaptive oscillator and the convergence of the phase error have 
been rigorously proved in [146], which shows that the adaptive oscillator 
synchronizes to the frequency   and with a phase error of ( )O  . 
In this method, the value of P is related to the velocity of the frequency adaptation. 
A large P leads to a faster convergence of phase error between the oscillator and 
actual gait and vice versa. However, with a large P, the oscillator is more sensitive to 
the phase difference. The value of   determines how fast the frequency of the 
oscillator returns to that of the human gait. With a large  , the oscillator can finish 
adaptation in a short period of time, leading to a sharp change of the estimated phase, 
and vice versa. These two parameters collectively determine the performance of the 
synchronization method. Fine-tuning of  and P is required in actual application.  
The reference trajectories for the robot are generated using the estimated stride 
percentage based on a LUT. An example is illustrated in Figure 5-5, where a LUT is 
shown, corresponding to the robotic knee and ankle joints. The reference trajectories 
are recorded from a healthy subject during free walking, and are normalized based on 
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the stride percentage [108]. The phase of each gait event is also collected and 
averaged as the reference phase n  during synchronization. In our paper, we use 
1 0%  , 2 7%   , 3 48%   , 4 50%  , 5 60%   , 6 77%   , 7 86%  . It 
is worth mentioning that the trajectories for different robot joints can be easily 
generated from the same oscillator without implementing other oscillators.  
 
Figure 5-5. The reference trajectory for the robot is generated with a LUT based on the estimated 
stride percentage from the adaptive oscillator. Reference trajectories for multiple robotic joints can be 
generated from the same stride percentage.  
 
 
2.3 Assistive control strategy for gait rehabilitation  
Based on the reference trajectory that is synchronous to the human gait, an 
assistive walking method is implemented in our exoskeleton robot. This method is 
also applicable for rehabilitation robot with n  joints to provide assistance during 
overground walking (Figure 5-6).  
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The gait event information is transmitted to the adaptive oscillator (Figure 5-6, 
green arrow) to achieve synchronization between the robot and the human walking. 
The robot starts in zero-assistive control mode and switches to impedance control 
mode after five steps (Figure 5-6, red arrow). The number of steps is counted with the 
gait event of IC. Furthermore, with regard to potential safety issues, if human–robot 
synchronization is not guaranteed, i.e. the phase difference between the trajectory and 
the actual human gait is large; the robot switches to the zero-assistive mode, so that no 
assistance is given. The impedance controller is implemented in the robot to 
determine the assistive torque based on the reference trajectory, which is described as 
 0( )τ θ θ KI V    (5-11) 
where 1[ , , ]
n
n  θ  is the angles of n joints, 0
nθ  is the joint angle 
reference, 1( , , )
n n
V v vndiag k k
 K  is a virtual stiffness matrix, where vik   is 
the virtual stiffness of the controller for the ith joint, and nI τ  is the desired 
assistive torque from the controller.  
 
Figure 5-6. Control diagram of the exoskeleton robot, where , ,   represent the kinematics of the 
knee and ankle joints; 
0  is the reference trajectory from the adaptive oscillator;  I  is the output of the 
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impedance controller;
d is the desired assistive torque; the blue dashed box represents the inner force 
control loop of the SEA, in which
1 3,x x are the motor position and robot position. 
 
 
To avoid a sudden change of assistive torque, the assistive torque is smoothed 
using an exponential function [155]:   
 ( 1)( )τ τ τ   Α Ι Αdt It d t   (5-12) 
where nIt τ  is the desired torque τ I  at time point t, 
n
dt τ  is the smoothed 
desired torque, and 1( , , )
n n
ndiag
 Α    is a smoothing factor matrix, where 
0 1i   is the smoothing factor for the ith joint (shown in Figure 5-6 as the box 
labeled “smooth”).  
The force controller that has been presented in Chapter 4 is implemented as the 
inner loop to control the interaction torque, which is shown in the blue dashed box in 
Figure 5-6. This controller can provide an accurate assistive torque during overground 
walking. With this setup, a gait rehabilitation control strategy is implemented in the 
robot.  
3. Experimental protocol 
Experiments are conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the control strategy for 
gait rehabilitation, especially the synchronization method. Different gait events are 
used for synchronization to prove the flexibility of the proposed method. The 
dominating parameters of the adaptive oscillator are also discussed with the results of 
trials with different configurations. 
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3.1 Experimental setup 
The proposed control strategy is tested with our portable, exoskeleton robot. As a 
prototype, we put the controller and power supply on a trolley for overground walking 
test (Figure 5-7). An experimenter pushes the trolley to follow the subjects.  
 
Figure 5-7. Experiment setup for overground walking experiment.  
 
 
In our experiment, an abnormal gait pattern is simulated to resemble common 
pathological conditions of stroke patients, such as the stiff-knee gait [156]. An elastic 
bandage is wrapped around the knee and ankle joints of the exoskeleton to increase 
the joint impedance. Flexion motion of the knee joint, and both dorsiflexion and 
plantar flexion of the ankle joint, are hindered. The experiment aims to investigate the 
robustness of the synchronization method when an abnormal gait pattern is involved. 
It also aims to test the feasibility of the robotic gait training application, i.e. the robot 
provides assistance to improve the gait pattern.   
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3.2 Experimental protocol 
The experiment is tested on 15 healthy male subjects (25.5±5.3 years old, 
174.9±6.1 cm in height, 70.2±10.7 kg in weight) to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
gait-event-based synchronization method. The subjects were informed of the protocol 
of the experiment and signed a consent form, which was approved by the IRB of 
National University of Singapore.  
The subjects were required to wear the exoskeleton on their right leg, except in the 
“Free walking” condition, which is explained below. The subjects were also asked to 
wear the IMU sensors on both legs in all conditions. Several trials served as practice 
before the collection of data to make the subjects familiar with the exoskeleton and 
the test scenario. At the beginning of each test, the subjects were asked to stand 
upright. After the experimenter started the robot, the participants could start walking 
at any time. The subjects were then asked to perform overground walking in a straight 
line at a preferred speed for about 30 m and stop in standing-up posture. There are 
five types of scenario, which are as follows.  
Free walking (FW): subjects perform walking with the IMU sensors but without 
the robot. The average trajectories of the knee and ankle joints are recorded as the 
robot reference for each subject, and will be used in other conditions.  
Zero-assistive walking (ZA): subjects wear the robot on their right leg. The robot 
functions in zero-assistive mode and tries to be transparent to the subjects.  
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Simulated abnormal walking (SAW): the subjects wear the robot on the right leg, 
which functions in zero-assistive mode. Elastic bandages are involved to provide 
resistive torque on the knee and ankle joints (as described in the experimental setup).  
Walking with low assistance (ASL): the subjects wear the robot on the right leg, 
with elastic bandages on the joints. The impedance controller is implemented in both 
knee and ankle joints to provide assistance. The gait events of OI and TV are used for 
synchronization. A set of parameters were selected for the adaptive oscillator: 
min 0.2 , max 2 , 0.02 , 11P  . The impedance controller as described in 
(5-11) with 0.2vk   Nm/deg. was implemented in the knee and ankle joints to 
provide assistance. The smoothing factor in equation (5-12) was chosen to be 
0.04 .  
Walking with high assistance (ASH): this scenario is similar to the ASL scenario, 
except with 0.4vk   Nm/deg. for the impedance controller to provide higher assistive 
torque during walking.  
3.3 Data analysis 
The kinematics of the knee and ankle joints and the results of online gait-phase 
detection were recorded. Knee and ankle joint angles of ten gait cycles, which were 
segmented by the gait event IC, were taken and averaged in each condition. The 
corresponding assistive torque was also collected and segmented. The statistical 
significance of the changes in different conditions was evaluated with repeated 
measures ANOVA. When a significant effect was found, Tukey’s post hoc test was 
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performed to contrast differences among the experimental conditions, with a p factor 
of 0.05. 
To enable better understanding, the phase error is normalized from [0,2 )  to 
[ , )  . Hence, a negative phase error represents a delay of the reference trajectory, 
and vice versa.  
In order to quantitatively evaluate how fast the adaption is, we define a value of 
±0.5 rad. When a step is reached after which the phase errors in the following five 
cycles are below this value, the number of this step is recorded. This number can be 
further compared among different experimental conditions to evaluate the robustness 
of the proposed method. 
4. Experimental results  
4.1 Evaluation of synchronization 
In this sub-section, experimental results of a representative subject are given to 
show the details of the synchronization process, including the reference and actual 
gait trajectories, the adaptation of the frequency and the estimated phase error. The 
efficiency and flexibility of the proposed method is investigated with different 
configurations and synchronization using different gait events. The reliability and 
feasibility of rehabilitation robot application is also evaluated with various 
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(A) FW test.  
Figure 5-8 shows the experimental results of the FW test, in which the gait event 
of IC ( 0%  ) is used for synchronization. The results include knee and ankle joint 
angles (Figure 5-8(a) and (b)), the phase difference between the adaptive oscillator 
and the actual gait (Figure 5-8(c)), the frequency of the adaptive oscillator and the 
estimated frequency of the actual gait (Figure 5-8(d)), and the phase angle of the 
adaptive oscillator (Figure 5-8(e)). It should be noted that in this configuration, where 
IC is used for synchronization, the phase angle of the adaptive oscillator equals the 
phase difference between the adaptive oscillator and the actual gait when IC is 
detected (Figure 5-8(c) and (e)).  
It can be seen that the test began with the subjects standing still. No gait event 
occurred; hence the synchronization procedure was not triggered. The subjects started 
walking at a random time point. The gait frequency is around 0.7 Hz (Figure 5-8(d)). 
The gait event of IC was detected in real time (orange circle in Figure 5-8(b)), and the 
phase error between the oscillator and the actual gait was detected (Figure 5-8(c)). 
The frequency of the adaptive oscillator was adapted according to Equation (5-5) 
(Figure 5-8(d)) and the phase angle grows according to the frequency (Figure 5-8(e)). 
The phase error between the adaptive oscillator and the actual gait was reduced 
gradually (Figure 5-8(c)). The figure shows that the reference trajectory was 
synchronized with human motion ( 0.5   rad; gray bar in Figure 5-8(c)) at the 
fourth step and onwards. In the last six steps in this figure, the averaged phase error is 
-0.053 rad, which is less than 2% error. 
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Figure 5-8. Experiment results of free walking using IC for synchronization, including (a) knee and (b) 
ankle joint angles; (c) phase error between the estimated phase and actual phase of gait; gray bar 
denotes the steps with phase error larger than 0.5 rad; (d) frequency of the adaptive oscillator and 
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(B) ZA test.  
This part describes the results of ZA mode to show the performance of the 
proposed algorithm with different gait events and experimental conditions. Without 
loss of generality, two gait events, OI ( 1 50%  ) and TV ( 2 87%  ), are used for 
synchronization.  
  
Figure 5-9. Experimental results of zero-assistive walking using OI and TV for synchronization, 
including (a) knee and (b) ankle joint angles; (c) phase error between the estimated phase and actual 
phase of gait; gray bar denotes the steps with phase error larger than 0.5 rad; (d) frequency of the 
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The results of the ZA test are shown in Figure 5-9. It is observed that the joint 
angles of the knee and ankle were slightly altered compared to those in the FW test 
(Figure 5-8(a) and (b)). The first peak in the knee joint angle was suppressed and the 
plantar flexion of the ankle joint was slightly reduced. This could be explained with 
the weight of the robot, which affects the subject’s gait. However, the gait events 
were accurately detected in this condition (red circle and blue cross in Figure 5-9(c)) 
and synchronization was achieved with the proposed method.  
In addition, the figure indicates that with the same parameters, when compared to 
the FW test, the phase error adaptation was faster with more gait events detected 
(Figure 5-9(c)). The synchronization was achieved after the third step, which was 
faster than the test where only one gait event was used for synchronization. The 
average phase error in the last six steps is 0.049 rad. 
(C) SAW test. 
Another SAW test was conducted to evaluate the reliability of the proposed 
strategy. Another two different gait events, HR ( 1 48%  ) and FA ( 2 77%  ), 
were used for synchronization.  
Under this condition, the gait patterns of the knee and ankle joints were seriously 
altered (Figure 5-10(a) and (b)). The first peak of the knee joint angles was 
suppressed and the range of knee motion was significantly reduced; the plantar 
flexion of the ankle during push-off was also limited. However, the gait events could 
still be detected reliably, as shown in Figure 5-10(c) (green circle and orange 
triangle). Synchronization was achieved at the third step (Figure 5-10(c) shaded bar). 
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The average phase error in the last six steps in this figure is around 0.037 rad. This 
result indicates the robustness of the proposed synchronization method, since the gait 
events are the only information used for synchronization, which minimizes the 
influence of the abnormality in the gait pattern. The trajectory thus could be employed 
in the robot for reference.  
  
Figure 5-10. Experimental results of simulated abnormal walking using HR and FA for 
synchronization, including (a) knee and (b) ankle joint angles; (c) phase error between the estimated 
phase and actual phase of gait; gray bar denotes the steps with phase error larger than 0.5 rad; (d) 
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4.2 Efficiency of the adaptive oscillator 
Statistical results of experiments involving 15 subjects are presented in this 
section. Figure 5-11 and Table 5-2 show the mean and standard deviation of the steps 
needed to achieve human–robot synchronization ( 0.5  rad) among all 
experiment conditions. From these results, it can be seen that the synchronization was 
achieved in less than four steps in all experiment conditions. The adaptation process 
was not elongated when an abnormal gait pattern was involved and repeated measures 
ANOVA failed to reach significance ( (4,56) 0.078, 0.99F P   ). This was because 
the gait event was the only information needed to achieve synchronization and it 
minimized the influence of the abnormality on the gait pattern. This result 
demonstrated that the proposed control strategy was efficient and robust in achieving 
human–robot synchronization.  
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4.3 Evidence of assistance  
In this subsection, experimental results of the robot-assisted walking are shown. 
We first provide results of a representative subject to illustrate the performance; then 
provide statistical results across all the subjects.  
 
Figure 5-12. Experimental results of ASH, including the actual knee (a) and ankle (c) joint angles, and 
their corresponding oscillating reference trajectory; robotic assistive torque profiles on the knee (b) and 
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The results of the ASH test on one representative subject are shown in Figure 5-12 
as an example. According to the protocol, the robot worked in zero-assistive mode in 
the first six steps in order to achieve human-robot synchronization. In these steps, the 
gait patterns of the knee and ankle joints were seriously altered as in the SAW 
condition (Figure 5-10(a) and (c)). The desired assistive torque was zero and the robot 
tried to minimize the interaction torque (Figure 5-12(b) and (c)). Starting from the 
seventh step, the robot provided assistive torque during walking. It can be found that 
the human-robot synchronization has been achieved and the assistive torque was 
provided based on the deviation of the actual gait and the reference trajectories. The 
robotic assistive torque improved the gait pattern and pushed the actual gait pattern 
closer to the reference. 
 
Figure 5-13. Joint angles of (a) knee and (b) ankle in different experiment conditions. The gray shaded 
bar is the standard deviation of the joint angles in FW condition. 
 
 
The averaged angles of the knee and ankle joints of all subjects in different 
experimental conditions are shown in Figure 5-13. The movement ranges of the ankle 
and knee joints are shown in Table 5-2. It can be seen that the kinematics of both 
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ankle and knee were similar in FW (blue curve) and ZA (green curve). The range of 
motion for both knee and ankle joints were reduced in the SAW condition.  
The gait pattern of the knee and ankle was improved with the assistance of the 
exoskeletal robot. The ankle angles in ASL and ASH were closer to that in FW, which 
was the reference trajectory of the robot. The motion range of the knee was extended 
compared to the SAW scenario. The peak knee angle was about 45 in ASL and 52 in 
ASH, which were significantly larger than that in the SAW condition. Repeated 
measures ANOVA reached significance, with a post hoc test establishing a significant 
difference among the two assisted conditions and the abnormal condition 
( (4,56) 18.0F  , 0.0001P  ).  
 
Figure 5-14. Assistive torque of knee and ankle in ASL and ASH conditions; the gray shaded bar is the 
standard deviation of the torque in ASH condition. 
 
 
The averaged assistive torque profile across all subjects on the knee and ankle 
provided by the robot in ASL and ASH is shown in Figure 5-14. The standard 
deviation of the torque profile in ASH is also shown in the figure (gray-shaded bar). It 
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can be seen that assistive torque was provided by the robot, which was based on the 
deviation of the actual knee and ankle positions from the reference trajectory. The 
assistive torque in ASH was relatively larger in amplitude than that in ASL, which 
resulted in a more improved gait pattern. This result indicated that the robot, by 
employing the proposed control strategy, was able to synchronize with the human gait 
and provide assistive torque to improve the gait pattern during overground walking.  
Table 5-2. Relevant variables with different conditions 
Variable FW ZA SAW ASL ASH 
 
Ankle movement range (deg.) 21.9 5.6  20.8 4.0  12.7 1.9  20.3 2.8  21.4 3.5  




This study provides a new solution for achieving human–robot synchronization in 
gait rehabilitation robotics. The principle of the proposed method is to achieve 
synchronization by estimating the stride percentage based on the gait-event 
information. The synchronization method can be applied to a wide range of control 
strategies, such as identifying the stance and swing phase [52, 157, 158], or applying 
FES synchronously [133, 134]. With the estimated stride percentage, reference 
trajectories can be easily generated for the robots with a LUT. In actual rehabilitation 
applications for patients with abnormal gait patterns, the LUT can be built with the 
trajectories recorded from healthy subjects [108], or clinical gait analysis (CGA) data 
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[159] and torque trajectory [145]. It should be noted that the reference trajectory for 
different joints can be generated with the same adaptive oscillator, instead of 
employing multiple oscillators [137].  
The performance of the adaptive oscillator is determined by the parameters  and 
P:  decides how fast the frequency of the oscillator returns to the gait frequency, and 
 and P collectively determine how quickly human–robot synchronization can be 
achieved. Generally, a relatively small  should be employed to have gentle adaptation, 
which leads to a smooth reference trajectory. However, if  is too small, the frequency 
of the oscillator cannot return to the gait frequency. In this condition, the frequency of 
the oscillator cannot converge and the adaptive oscillator cannot function stably. 
Instead, a relatively large P should be selected for the application so that the phase 
error can be decreased rapidly. A proper P that makes the system converge within 
four steps is suggested for application.  
Figure 5-15 shows another experimental result in the FW test. The same gait event 
(IC) was employed for synchronization. The parameters of the oscillator were selected 
to be 0.02  and 5P  . Compared to the FW result in Figure 5-8, a small P was 
selected in this test. It is observed that synchronization can be achieved with this 
configuration. However, phase error is reduced less in one gait cycle, and it takes 
more cycles (seven steps) to achieve synchronization.  
Figure 5-16 shows the result of the third trial with the same gait event of IC used 
for synchronization. The parameters of the oscillator were selected to be 0.06  and 
11P  . Compared to the FW result in Figure 5-8, a large   was employed in this test. 
From the result, it can be seen that the frequency of the oscillator returned to the 
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estimated gait frequency faster, and the adaptation of the oscillator finished in a short 
period of time (Figure 5-16(b)), which could result in a sharp change in the reference 
trajectory.  
  
Figure 5-15. Experiment results of human–robot synchronization using IC, including (a) the phase 
error between the estimated phase and actual phase of the gait; gray bar denotes the steps with phase 
error larger than 0.5 rad; (b) the frequency of the adaptive oscillator and the estimated frequency of the 
actual gait. The parameters of the oscillator were selected to be 0.02 , 5P  . 
 
  
Figure 5-16. Experimental results of human–robot synchronization using IC, including (a) phase error 
between the estimated phase and the actual phase of the gait; gray bar denotes the steps with phase 
error larger than 0.5 rad; (b) the frequency of the adaptive oscillator and the estimated frequency of the 
actual gait. The parameters of the oscillator were selected to be 0.06 , 11P  . 
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The focus of this work is on the gait-event-based synchronization method. In 
order to evaluate the feasibility of the robotic application, we implemented the 
method in a rehabilitation exoskeletal robot. To further investigate the reliability of 
the synchronization method when interaction torque between the robot and the human 
is involved, we designed the impedance-based assistive control strategy for the robot. 
However, we found that there was very little robotic assistance during the assistive 
walking tests if the elastic band was not wrapped around the joints. That is because 
the experiment was conducted on healthy subjects whose gait trajectories were close 
to the synchronous reference, thus resulting in a small robotic assistive torque. This 
was confirmed by the kinematics result (Figure 5-9, ZA condition). Hence, we 
designed the SAW condition so the gait pattern was seriously altered and greater 
assistive torque could be induced. In the proposed method, the frequency of the gait is 
estimated using the duration between successive gait events. If the detection of a gait 
event is delayed or lost, the frequency estimation will be less accurate, which 
deteriorates the performance of the synchronization. The reliability of the adaptive 
oscillator can be further improved with a more robust estimator of the gait frequency, 
such as the aforementioned adaptive oscillator, which can extract the frequency 
information through gait kinematics [145].  
In the experiment, we set up an abnormal walking condition in healthy subjects to 
simulate the abnormal gait pattern of stroke patients. Significant decrease in the range 
of motion of both the knee and ankle joints was observed and human–robot 
synchronization was still achieved. However, the pathological conditions in clinical 
practice can be more complicated. The feasibility and robustness of the proposed 
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synchronization method should be further investigated with clinical experiments. The 
potential solution is to find the available gait events in several pre-training trials and 
employ one or more gait events for synchronization.  
6. Summary 
In this chapter, a novel method to achieve human–robot synchronization has been 
proposed for robot-aided gait training. This method is inspired by the phenomenon of 
the synchronous flashing of fireflies, which implies that synchronization can be 
achieved based on compulsive signals – the gait events in our work. The gait events 
are detected in real time during overground walking based on HMM. An adaptive 
oscillator has been developed to estimate the stride percentage of the human gait 
based on the gait events. Reference trajectories synchronous to the human gait are 
then generated according to the estimated phase.  
Based on this synchronous reference trajectory, an impedance-based assistive 
control strategy is implemented on our portable exoskeleton robot for gait training. 
Experiments have been conducted on 15 healthy subjects, which show that 1) the 
adaptive oscillator has a simple structure and is easy to implement; 2) the proposed 
algorithm is effective at achieving synchronization with the gait events; 3) our method 
is efficient in adaptation (in less than four steps); 4) this method is robust in 
synchronization with abnormal gait patterns so it is applicable to clinical application; 
and 5) the implementation into rehabilitation robots is feasible and robotic assistance 
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can be effectively delivered to the subjects based on the synchronous reference 
trajectories.  
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1. Conclusion  
In this project, we have developed a robotic exoskeleton system that can provide 
overground gait rehabilitation training to stroke patients. The main contributions of 
this thesis are presented in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.  
Chapter 3 presents the mechanical design and experimental evaluation of a 
compact, portable, wearable exoskeleton robot. A novel SEA utilizes two springs in 
series with different stiffness to achieve back-drivability, large force range and low 
output impedance for safe human robot interaction. The SEA design is proposed as a 
solution to overcome the limitation of conventional SEA design. The mechanism for 
the joint motion was designed and optimized based on gait biomechanics. The 
actuator modeling and force controller design are presented; and an excellent force 
tracking performance is achieved. Overground walking trials on healthy subjects 
demonstrated accurate force tracking performance of the novel actuators. Muscle 
activation was reduced gradually with increased levels of assistance, demonstrating 
that the robot can provide stable and effective assistive forces during gait cycles. 
Chapter 4 presented a human-robot interaction controller based on the SEA model. 
By combining joint motion compensation, friction compensation, a disturbance 
observer and feedback control, this controller can implement human-robot interaction 
control ranging from human-in-charge mode to assistive mode. Theoretical analysis 
for the proposed controller has proven that it can guarantee the stability of the human-
robot interaction. Experimental results have confirmed that the proposed controller 
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can achieve stable force control with good performance in different modes for the 
rehabilitation ankle robot.  
Chapter 5 presents a control strategy for rehabilitation robot to provide assistive 
overground gait training. The major novelty in this control strategy is the 
development of a human–robot synchronization method using gait events information. 
The gait events are detected in real time during overground walking based on HMM. 
An adaptive oscillator has been developed to estimate the stride percentage of the 
human gait based on the detected gait events. Reference trajectories synchronous to 
the human gait are then generated according to the estimated phase. An impedance-
based assistive control strategy is implemented to provide gait training according to 
the synchronous reference trajectory. Experimental results show that 1) the adaptive 
oscillator has a simple structure and is easy to implement; 2) the proposed algorithm 
is effective at achieving synchronization with the gait-event information; 3) our 
method is efficient in adaptation (in less than four steps); 4) this method is robust in 
synchronization with abnormal gait patterns so it is applicable to clinical application; 
and 5) the implementation into rehabilitation robots is feasible and robotic assistance 
can be effectively delivered to the subjects.  
The major limitation of this project is: due to the constrained availability of 
clinical trials with stroke patients, we have only conducted healthy subjects 
experiment to evaluate this robotic system. Although decent experimental results have 
been achieved, the proposed robotic system should be further tested with stroke 
patients. Varieties of symptoms can be found in the patients, which are interesting 
topics to be investigated.  
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2. Recommended future work  
In this thesis, we developed a prototype of a portable exoskeleton robotic system 
for gait rehabilitation, which shows some promise in the rehabilitation application. 
The following points present possible directions in our future developments.  
In our current prototype, we implemented actuated joints for the knee and ankle of 
the right leg. Considering more general applications, a full exoskeleton that can 
provide assistance to the hip, knee and ankle joints for both legs can be developed. 
Multiple DoFs in the hip and ankle joints should also be considered to facilitate a 
natural gait. Fortunately, we employed modular design in our robot, which can be 
easily extended to the other joints.  
In Chapter 5, a human-robot synchronization method is developed. This method 
can be applied into a wide range of gait rehabilitation applications. In the next stage, 
we will develop advanced intelligent control strategies based on the synchronous 
reference trajectory. For example, we intended to provide assistance within certain 
gait phases instead of the whole gait cycles. Impedance control with varying adaptive 
impedance configuration will be implemented.  
In this thesis, the design of the robot and the control strategies are evaluated with 
experiment on healthy subjects. In the next stage, we will conduct clinical 
experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of our system and try to achieve good 
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